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They say Black Dow's killed more men than winter, and clawed his way to the throne of the

North up a hill of skulls. The King of the Union, ever a jealous neighbor, is not about to stand

smiling by while he claws his way any higher. The orders have been given and the armies are

toiling through the northern mud. Thousands of men are converging on a forgotten ring of

stones, on a worthless hill, in an unimportant valley, and they've brought a lot of sharpened

metal with them.THE HEROESFor glory, for victory, for staying alive.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. This blood-drenched, thought-provoking dissection of

a three-day battle is set in the same world as Abercrombie's First Law Trilogy (The Blade Itself,

etc.), but stands very well alone. Union commander Lord Marshal Kroy coordinates the fight

with the aid of a motley group of incompetent, self-important officers. The strangely

sympathetic Col. Bremer dan Gorst is officially a royal observer who nurses a burning desire to

kill or be killed. Leading a much smaller army against the Union is Black Dow, whose grip on

the throne of the Northmen is tenuous and based on fear and brutality. Calder, a slippery and

cunning egotist, advocates peace while plotting to take Black Dow's place. Abercrombie never

glosses over a moment of the madness, passion, and horror of war, nor the tribulations that

turn ordinary people into the titular heroes. (Feb.)(c) Copyright PWxyz, LLC. All rights reserved.

--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistWhen heÿýs not writing large-

scale fantasy novels, Abercrombie moonlights as a freelance film editor, a skill that

undoubtedly contributes to his forte of crafting cinematically vivid action and crisp, witty

dialogue. His latest novel revisits territory well trodden in his First Law trilogy, which opened

with The Blade Itself (2006), and traverses an imaginary landscape reminiscent of a medieval

Europe populated by citizens of the Union Empire and its tribal enemies to the north. Here the

story concentrates on a sometimes violent, sometimes bafflingly strange three-day battle

taking place on and around an insignificant Northlands hill crowned by monolithic burial stones

called The Heroes. While the battle looms as only one stepping stone in a larger campaign by

the Unionÿýs Lord Marshal Kroy in preventing the Northÿýs Black Dow from seizing more lands, the

clash of key adversaries will prove decisive. Yet the premise here is less important than the

multiple political intrigues, scandals, and jealous feuds enacted by Abercrombieÿýs parade of

colorful characters. One of Abercrombieÿýs most masterfully executed and compellingly readable

novels to date. --Carl Hays --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorJoe Abercrombie is the Sunday Times bestselling author of Best Served Cold and the

First Law trilogy: The Blade Itself, Before They Are Hanged,and Last Argument of Kings. He is

a full time writer, and occasional freelance film editor, who lives in Bath, England with his wife

and daughters. Find out more about Joe Abercrombie atwww.joeabercrombie.com. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Lord of the rings as directed by Kurosawa"

--- Wall Street Journal."Magnificent, richly entertaining." --- "Time""Abercrombie never glosses

over a moment of the madness, passion, and horror of war, nor the tribulations that turn

ordinary people into the titular heroes." --- Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)"The Heroes is

an indictment of war and the duplicity that corrupts men striving for total power: bloody and

violent, but never gratuitously so, it's imbued with cutting humour, acute characterisation and

world-weary wisdom about the weaknesses of the human race. Brilliant." --- Eric Brown, The

Guardian (UK)"Delivered in Abercrombie's trademark witty style ... This is an action-packed



novel full of brutality, black humour and razor-sharp characterisation." --- Dave Bradley, SFX (5

star review)"It's an excellent tale and arguably Abercrombie's best book yet ... Its pace really

showcases his talent for differently voiced and realistically motivated characters ... any genre

fan can enjoy what's one of the best fantasy books of the past year." --- SciFi Now (5 star

review) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Lord of the rings as

directed by Kurosawa" --- Wall Street Journal."Magnificent, richly entertaining." ---

Time"Abercrombie never glosses over a moment of the madness, passion, and horror of war,

nor the tribulations that turn ordinary people into the titular heroes." --- Publishers Weekly

(Starred Review)"The Heroes is an indictment of war and the duplicity that corrupts men

striving for total power: bloody and violent, but never gratuitously so, it's imbued with cutting

humour, acute characterisation and world-weary wisdom about the weaknesses of the human

race. Brilliant." --- Eric Brown, The Guardian (UK)"Delivered in Abercrombie's trademark witty

style ... This is an action-packed novel full of brutality, black humour and razor-sharp

characterisation." --- Dave Bradley, SFX (5 star review)"It's an excellent tale and arguably

Abercrombie's best book yet ... Its pace really showcases his talent for differently voiced and

realistically motivated characters ... any genre fan can enjoy what's one of the best fantasy

books of the past year." --- SciFi Now (5 star review) --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.ReviewAbercrombie never glosses over a moment of the madness,

passion, and horror of war, nor the tribulations that turn ordinary people into the titular

heroes.-- "Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)"The Heroes is an indictment of war and the

duplicity that corrupts men striving for total power: bloody and violent, but never gratuitously so,

it's imbued with cutting humour, acute characterisation and world-weary wisdom about the

weaknesses of the human race. Brilliant.-- "Eric Brown, The Guardian (UK)"Lord of the Rings

as directed by Kurosawa-- "Wall Street Journal"The Heroes is an indictment of war and the

duplicity that corrupts men striving for total power: bloody and violent, but never gratuitously so,

it's imbued with cutting humor, acute characterization and world-weary wisdom about the

weaknesses of the human race. Brilliant.-- "Guardian (London)"Abercrombie never glosses

over a moment of the madness, passion, and horror of war, nor the tribulations that turn

ordinary people into the titular heroes.-- "Publishers Weekly (starred review) "Delivered in

Abercrombie's trademark witty style ... This is an action-packed novel full of brutality, black

humour and razor-sharp characterisation.-- "Dave Bradley, SFX (5 star review)"It's an excellent

tale and arguably Abercrombie's best book yet ... Its pace really showcases his talent for

differently voiced and realistically motivated characters ... any genre fan can enjoy what's one

of the best fantasy books of the past year.-- "SciFi Now (5 star review)"Lord of the rings as

directed by Kurosawa-- "Wall Street Journal."Magnificent, richly entertaining.-- "Time" --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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orbitbooks.netorbitshortfiction.comBegin ReadingTable of ContentsA Preview of Red CountryA

Preview of MaliceCopyright PageIn accordance with the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, the

scanning, uploading, and electronic sharing of any part of this book without the permission of

the publisher constitute unlawful piracy and theft of the author’s intellectual property. If you

would like to use material from the book (other than for review purposes), prior written

permission must be obtained by contacting the publisher at permissions@hbgusa.com. Thank

you for your support of the author’s rights.For EveOne day you will read thisAnd say, “Dad, why

all the swords?”Explore book giveaways, sneak peeks, deals, and more..Order of BattleTHE

UNIONHigh CommandLord Marshal Kroy–commander-in-chief of his Majesty’s armies in the

North.Colonel Felnigg–his chief of staff, a remarkably chinless man.Colonel Bremer dan Gorst–

royal observer of the Northern War and disgraced master swordsman, formerly the king’s First

Guard.Rurgen and Younger–his faithful servants, one old, one… younger.Bayaz, the First of

the Magi–a bald wizard supposedly hundreds of years old and an influential representative of

the Closed Council, the king’s closest advisors.Yoru Sulfur–his butler, bodyguard and chief

bookkeeper.Denka and Saurizin–two old Adepti of the University of Adua, academics

conducting an experiment for Bayaz.Jalenhorm’s DivisionGeneral Jalenhorm–an old friend of

the king, fantastically young for his position, described as brave yet prone to blunders.Retter–

his thirteen-year-old bugler.Colonel Vallimir–ambitious commanding officer of the King’s Own

First Regiment.First Sergeant Forest–chief non-commissioned officer with the staff of the

First.Corporal Tunny–long-serving profiteer, and standard-bearer of the First.Troopers Yolk,

Klige, Worth, and Lederlingen–clueless recruits attached to Tunny as messengers.Colonel

Wetterlant–punctilious commanding officer of the Sixth Regiment.Major Culfer–his panicky

second in command.Sergeant Gaunt, Private Rose–soldiers with the Sixth.Major Popol–

commanding the first battalion of the Rostod Regiment.Captain Lasmark–a poor captain with

the Rostod Regiment.Colonel Vinkler–courageous commanding officer of the Thirteenth

Regiment.Mitterick’s DivisionGeneral Mitterick–a professional soldier with much chin and little

loyalty, described as sharp but reckless.Colonel Opker–his chief of staff.Lieutenant Dimbik–an

unconfident young officer on Mitterick’s staff.Meed’s DivisionLord Governor Meed–an amateur

soldier with a neck like a turtle, in peacetime the governor of Angland, described as hating

Northmen like a pig hates butchers.Colonel Harod dan Brock–an honest and hard-working

member of Meed’s staff, the son of a notorious traitor.Finree dan Brock–Colonel Brock’s

venomously ambitious wife, the daughter of Lord Marshal Kroy.Colonel Brint–senior on Meed’s

staff, an old friend of the king.Aliz dan Brint–Colonel Brint’s naive young wife.Captain Hardrick–

an officer on Meed’s staff, affecting tight trousers.The Dogman’s LoyalistsThe Dogman–Chief

of those Northmen fighting with the Union. An old companion of the Bloody-Nine, once a close

friend of Black Dow, now his bitter enemy.Red-Hat–the Dogman’s Second, who wears a red

hood.Hardbread–a Named Man of long experience, leading a dozen for the Dogman.Redcrow–

one of Hardbread’s Carls.THE NORTHIn and Around Skarling’s ChairBlack Dow–the Protector

of the North, or stealer of it, depending on who you ask.Splitfoot–his Second, meaning chief

bodyguard and arse-licker.Ishri–his advisor, a sorceress from the desert South, and sworn

enemy of Bayaz.Caul Shivers–a scarred Named Man with a metal eye, who some call Black

Dow’s dog.Curnden Craw–a Named Man thought of as a straight edge, once Second to Rudd

Threetrees, then close to Bethod, now leading a dozen for Black Dow.Wonderful–his long-

suffering Second.Whirrun of Bligh–a famous hero from the utmost North, who wields the

Father of Swords. Also called Cracknut, on account of his nut being cracked.Jolly Yon Cumber,



Brack-i-Dayn, Scorry Tiptoe, Agrick, Athroc and Drofd–other members of Craw’s dozen.Scale’s

MenScale–Bethod’s eldest son, now the least powerful of Dow’s five War Chiefs, strong as a

bull, brave as a bull, and with a bull’s brain too.Pale-as-Snow–once one of Bethod’s War

Chiefs, now Scale’s Second.White-Eye Hansul–a Named Man with a blind eye, once Bethod’s

herald.“Prince” Calder–Bethod’s younger son, an infamous coward and schemer, temporarily

exiled for suggesting peace.Seff–his pregnant wife, the daughter of Caul Reachey.Deep and

Shallow–a pair of killers, watching over Calder in the hope of riches.Caul Reachey’s MenCaul

Reachey–one of Dow’s five War Chiefs, an elderly warrior, famously honourable, father to Seff,

father-in-law to Calder.Brydian Flood–a Named Man formerly a member of Craw’s dozen.Beck–

a young farmer craving glory on the battlefield, the son of Shama Heartless.Reft, Colving,

Stodder and Brait–other young lads pressed into service with Beck.Glama Golden’s

MenGlama Golden–one of Dow’s five War Chiefs, intolerably vain, locked in a feud with Cairm

Ironhead.Sutt Brittle–a famously greedy Named Man.Lightsleep–a Carl in Golden’s

employ.Cairm Ironhead’s MenCairm Ironhead–one of Dow’s five War Chiefs, notoriously

stubborn, locked in a feud with Glama Golden.Curly–a stout-hearted scout.Irig–an ill-tempered

axeman.Temper–a foul-mouthed bowman.OthersBrodd Tenways–the most loyal of Dow’s five

War Chiefs, ugly as incest.Stranger-Come-Knocking–a giant savage obsessed with civilisation,

Chief of all the lands east of the Crinna.Back to the Mud (dead, thought dead, or long

dead)Bethod–the first King of the Northmen, father to Scale and Calder.Skarling Hoodless–a

legendary hero who once united the North against the Union.The Bloody-Nine–once Bethod’s

champion, the most feared man in the North, and briefly King of the Northmen before being

killed by Black Dow (supposedly).Rudd Threetrees–a famously honourable Chief of Uffrith,

who fought against Bethod and was beaten in a duel by the Bloody-Nine.Forley the Weakest–a

notoriously weak fighter, companion to Black Dow and the Dogman, ordered killed by

Calder.Shama Heartless–a famous champion killed by the Bloody-Nine. Beck’s

father.“Unhappy the land that is in need of heroes”Bertolt BrechtThe TimesToo old for this shit,”

muttered Craw, wincing at the pain in his dodgy knee with every other step. High time he

retired. Long past high time. Sat on the porch behind his house with a pipe, smiling at the water

as the sun sank down, a day’s honest work behind him. Not that he had a house. But when he

got one, it’d be a good one.He found his way through a gap in the tumble-down wall, heart

banging like a joiner’s mallet. From the long climb up the steep slope, and the wild grass

clutching at his boots, and the bullying wind trying to bundle him over. But mostly, if he was

honest, from the fear he’d end up getting killed at the top. He’d never laid claim to being a brave

man and he’d only got more cowardly with age. Strange thing, that–the fewer years you have to

lose the more you fear the losing of ’em. Maybe a man just gets a stock of courage when he’s

born, and wears it down with each scrape he gets into.Craw had been through a lot of scrapes.

And it looked like he was about to snag himself on another.He snatched a breather as he

finally got to level ground, bent over, rubbing the wind-stung tears from his eyes. Trying to

muffle his coughing which only made it louder. The Heroes loomed from the dark ahead, great

holes in the night sky where no stars shone, four times man-height or more. Forgotten giants,

marooned on their hilltop in the scouring wind. Standing stubborn guard over nothing.Craw

found himself wondering how much each of those great slabs of rock weighed. Only the dead

knew how they’d dragged the bastard things up here. Or who had. Or why. The dead weren’t

telling, though, and Craw had no plans on joining ’em just to find out.He saw the faintest glow

of firelight now, at the stones’ rough edges. Heard the chatter of men’s voices over the wind’s

low growl. That brought back the risk he was taking, and a fresh wave of fear washed up with it.

But fear’s a healthy thing, long as it makes you think. Rudd Threetrees told him that, long time



ago. He’d thought it through, and this was the right thing to do. Or the least wrong thing,

anyway. Sometimes that’s the best you can hope for.So he took a deep breath, trying to

remember how he’d felt when he was young and had no dodgy joints and didn’t care a shit for

nothing, picked out a likely gap between two of those big old rocks and strolled through.Maybe

this had been a sacred place, once upon an ancient day, high magic in these stones, the worst

of crimes to wander into the circle uninvited. But if any old Gods took offence they’d no way of

showing it. The wind dropped away to a mournful sighing and that was all. Magic was in scarce

supply and there wasn’t much sacred either. Those were the times.The light shifted on the

inside faces of the Heroes, faint orange on pitted stone, splattered with moss, tangled with old

bramble and nettle and seeding grass. One was broken off half way up, a couple more had

toppled over the centuries, left gaps like missing teeth in a skull’s grin.Craw counted eight men,

huddled around their wind-whipped campfire with patched cloaks and worn coats and tattered

blankets wrapped tight. Firelight flickered on gaunt, scarred, stubbled and bearded faces.

Glinted on the rims of their shields, the blades of their weapons. Lots of weapons. Fair bit

younger, in the main, but they didn’t look much different to Craw’s own crew of a night.

Probably they weren’t much different. He even thought for a moment one man with his face

side-on was Jutlan. Felt that jolt of recognition, the eager greeting ready on his lips. Then he

remembered Jutlan was twelve years in the ground, and he’d said the words over his

grave.Maybe there are only so many faces in the world. You get old enough, you start seeing

’em used again.Craw lifted his open hands high, palms forward, doing his best to stop ’em

shaking any. “Nice evening!”The faces snapped around. Hands jerked to weapons. One man

snatched up a bow and Craw felt his guts drop, but before he got close to drawing the string

the man beside him stuck out an arm and pushed it down.“Whoa there, Redcrow.” The one

who spoke was a big old lad, with a heavy tangle of grey beard and a drawn sword sitting

bright and ready across his knees. Craw found a rare grin, ’cause he knew the face, and his

chances were looking better.Hardbread he was called, a Named Man from way back. Craw had

been on the same side as him in a few battles down the years, and the other side from him in a

few more. But he’d a solid reputation. A long-seasoned hand, likely to think things over, not kill

then ask the questions, which was getting to be the more popular way of doing business.

Looked like he was Chief of this lot too, ’cause the lad called Redcrow sulkily let his bow drop,

much to Craw’s relief. He didn’t want anyone getting killed tonight, and wasn’t ashamed to say

that counted double for his self.There were still a fair few hours of darkness to get through,

though, and a lot of sharpened steel about.“By the dead.” Hardbread sat still as the Heroes

themselves, but his mind was no doubt doing a sprint. “ ’Less I’m much mistaken, Curnden

Craw just wandered out o’ the night.”“You ain’t.” Craw took a few slow paces forwards, hands

still high, doing his best to look light-hearted with eight sets of unfriendly eyes weighing him

down.“You’re looking a little greyer, Craw.”“So are you, Hardbread.”“Well, you know. There’s a

war on.” The old warrior patted his stomach. “Plays havoc with my nerves.”“All honesty, mine

too.”“Who’d be a soldier?”“Hell of a job. But they say old horses can’t jump new fences.”“I try

not to jump at all these days,” said Hardbread. “Heard you was fighting for Black Dow. You and

your dozen.”“Trying to keep the fighting to a minimum, but as far as who I’m doing it for, you’re

right. Dow buys my porridge.”“I love porridge.” Hardbread’s eyes rolled down to the fire and he

poked thoughtfully at it with a twig. “The Union pays for mine now.” His lads were twitchy–

tongues licking at lips, fingers tickling at weapons, eyes shining in the firelight. Like the

audience at a duel, watching the opening moves, trying to suss who had the upper hand.

Hardbread’s eyes came up again. “That seems to put us on opposite sides.”“We going to let a

little thing like sides spoil a polite conversation?” asked Craw.As though the very word “polite”



was an insult, Redcrow had another rush of blood. “Let’s just kill this fucker!”Hardbread turned

slowly to him, face squeezed up with scorn. “If the impossible happens and I feel the need for

your contribution, I’ll tell you what it is. ’Til then keep it shut, halfhead. Man o’ Curnden Craw’s

experience don’t just wander up here to get killed by the likes o’ you.” His eyes flicked around

the stones, then back to Craw. “Why’d you come, all by your lone self? Don’t want to fight for

that bastard Black Dow no more, and you’ve come over to join the Dogman?”“Can’t say I have.

Fighting for the Union ain’t really my style, no disrespect to those that do. We all got our

reasons.”“I try not to damn a man on his choice o’ friends alone.”“There’s always good men on

both sides of a good question,” said Craw. “Thing is, Black Dow asked me to stroll on down to

the Heroes, stand a watch for a while, see if the Union are coming up this way. But maybe you

can spare me the bother. Are the Union coming up this way?”“Dunno.”“You’re here, though.”“I

wouldn’t pay much mind to that.” Hardbread glanced at the lads around the fire without great

joy. “As you can see, they more or less sent me on my own. The Dogman asked me to stroll up

to the Heroes, stand a watch, see if Black Dow or any of his lot showed up.” He raised his

brows. “You think they will?”Craw grinned. “Dunno.”“You’re here, though.”“Wouldn’t pay much

mind to that. It’s just me and my dozen. ’Cept for Brydian Flood, he broke his leg a few months

ago, had to leave him behind to mend.”Hardbread gave a rueful smile, prodded the fire with his

twig and sent up a dusting of sparks. “Yours always was a tight crew. I daresay they’re

scattered around the Heroes now, bows to hand.”“Something like that.” Hardbread’s lads all

twitched to the side, mouths gaping. Shocked at the voice coming from nowhere, shocked on

top that it was a woman’s. Wonderful stood with her arms crossed, sword sheathed and bow

over her shoulder, leaning up against one of the Heroes as careless as she might lean on a

tavern wall. “Hey, hey, Hardbread.”The old warrior winced. “Couldn’t you even nock an arrow,

make it look like you take us serious?”She jerked her head into the darkness. “There’s some

boys back there, ready to put a shaft through your face if one o’ you looks at us wrong. That

make you feel better?”Hardbread winced even more. “Yes and no,” he said, his lads staring into

the gaps between the stones, the night suddenly heavy with threat. “Still acting Second to this

article, are you?”Wonderful scratched at the long scar through her shaved-stubble hair. “No

better offers. We’ve got to be like an old married couple who haven’t fucked for years, just

argue.”“Me and my wife were like that, ’til she died.” Hardbread’s finger tapped at his drawn

sword. “Miss her now, though. Thought you’d have company from the first moment I saw you,

Craw. But since you’re still jawing and I’m still breathing, I reckon you’re set on giving us a

chance to talk this out.”“Then you’ve reckoned the shit out o’ me,” said Craw. “That’s exactly the

plan.”“My sentries alive?”Wonderful turned her head and gave one of her whistles, and Scorry

Tiptoe slid out from behind one of the stones. Had his arm around a man with a big pink

birthmark on his cheek. Looked almost like two old mates, ’til you saw Scorry’s hand had a

blade in it, edge tickling at Birthmark’s throat.“Sorry, Chief,” said the prisoner to Hardbread.

“Caught me off guard.”“It happens.”A scrawny lad came stumbling into the firelight like he’d

been shoved hard, tripped over his own feet and sprawled in the long grass with a squawk.

Jolly Yon stalked from the darkness behind him, axe held loose in one fist, heavy blade

gleaming down by his boot, heavy frown on his bearded face.“Thank the dead for that.”

Hardbread waved his twig at the lad, just clambering up. “My sister’s son. Promised I’d keep an

eye out. If you’d killed him I’d never have heard the end of it.”“He was asleep,” growled Yon.

“Weren’t looking out too careful, were you?”Hardbread shrugged. “Weren’t expecting anyone. If

there’s two things we’ve got too much of in the North it’s hills and rocks. Didn’t reckon a hill with

rocks on it would be a big draw.”“It ain’t to me,” said Craw, “but Black Dow said come down here

—”“And when Black Dow says a thing…” Brack-i-Dayn half-sang the words, that way the



hillmen tend to. He stepped into the wide circle of grass, tattooed side of his great big face

turned towards the firelight, shadows gathered in the hollows of the other.Redcrow made to

jump up but Hardbread weighed him down with a pat on the shoulder. “My, my. You lot just keep

popping up.” His eyes slid from Jolly Yon’s axe, to Wonderful’s grin, to Brack’s belly, to Scorry’s

knife still at his man’s throat. Judging the odds, no doubt, just the way Craw would’ve done.

“You got Whirrun of Bligh with you?”Craw slowly nodded. “I don’t know why, but he insists on

following me around.”Right on cue, Whirrun’s strange valley accent floated from the dark.

“Shoglig said… I would be shown my destiny… by a man choking on a bone.” It echoed off the

stones, seeming to come from everywhere at once. He’d quite the sense of theatre, Whirrun.

Every real hero needs one. “And Shoglig is old as these stones. Hell won’t take her, some say.

Blade won’t cut her. Saw the world born, some say, and will see it die. That’s a woman a man

has to listen to, ain’t it? Or so some say.”Whirrun strolled through the gap one of the missing

Heroes had left and into the firelight, tall and lean, face in shadow from his hood, patient as

winter. He had the Father of Swords across his shoulders like a milkmaid’s yoke, dull grey

metal of the hilt all agleam, arms slung over the sheathed blade and his long hands dangling.

“Shoglig told me the time, and the place, and the manner of my death. She whispered it, and

made me swear to keep it secret, for magic shared is no magic at all. So I cannot tell you

where it will be, or when, but it is not here, and it is not now.” He stopped a few paces from the

fire. “You boys, on the other hand…” Whirrun’s hooded head tipped to one side, only the end of

his sharp nose, and the line of his sharp jaw, and his thin mouth showing. “Shoglig didn’t say

when you’d be going.” He didn’t move. He didn’t have to. Wonderful looked at Craw, and rolled

her eyes towards the starry sky.But Hardbread’s lads hadn’t heard it all a hundred times before.

“That Whirrun?” one muttered to his neighbour. “Cracknut Whirrun? That’s him?”His neighbour

said nothing, just the lump on the front of his throat moving as he swallowed.“Well, my old arse

if I’m fighting my way out o’ this,” said Hardbread, brightly. “Any chance you’d let us clear

out?”“I’ve a mind to insist on it,” said Craw.“We can take our gear?”“I’m not looking to

embarrass you. I just want your hill.”“Or Black Dow does, at any rate.”“Same difference.”“Then

you’re welcome to it.” Hardbread slowly got to his feet, wincing as he straightened his legs, no

doubt cursed with some sticky joints of his own. “Windy as anything up here. Rather be down in

Osrung, feet near a fire.” Craw had to admit he’d a point there. Made him wonder who’d got the

better end of the deal. Hardbread sheathed his sword, thoughtful, while his lads gathered their

gear. “This is right decent o’ you, Craw. You’re a straight edge, just like they say. Nice that men

on different sides can still talk things through, in the midst of all this. Decent behaviour… it’s out

o’ fashion.”“Those are the times.” Craw jerked his head at Scorry and he slipped his knife away

from Birthmark’s throat, gave this little bow and held his open hand out towards the fire.

Birthmark backed off, rubbing at the new-shaved patch on his stubbly neck, and started rolling

up a blanket. Craw hooked his thumbs in his sword-belt and kept his eyes on Hardbread’s crew

as they made ready to go, just in case anyone had a mind to play hero.Redcrow looked most

likely. He’d slung his bow over his shoulder and now he was standing there with a black look,

an axe in one white-knuckled fist and a shield on his other arm, a red bird painted on it. If he’d

been for killing Craw before, didn’t seem the last few minutes had changed his mind. “A few old

shits and some fucking woman,” he snarled. “We’re backing down to the likes o’ these without a

fight?”“No, no.” Hardbread slung his own scarred shield onto his back. “I’m backing down, and

these fellows here. You’re going to stay, and fight Whirrun of Bligh on your own.”“I’m what?”

Redcrow frowned at Whirrun, twitchy, and Whirrun looked back, what showed of his face still

stony as the Heroes themselves.“That’s right,” said Hardbread, “since you’re itching for a brawl.

Then I’m going to cart your hacked-up corpse back to your mummy and tell her not to worry



’cause this is the way you wanted it. You loved this fucking hill so much you just had to die

here.”Redcrow’s hand worked nervously around his axe handle. “Eh?”“Or maybe you’d rather

come down with the rest of us, blessing the name o’ Curnden Craw for giving us a fair warning

and letting us go without any arrows in our arses.”“Right,” said Redcrow, and turned away,

sullen.Hardbread puffed his cheeks at Craw. “Young ones these days, eh? Were we ever so

stupid?”Craw shrugged. “More’n likely.”“Can’t say I felt the need for blood like they seem to,

though.”Craw shrugged again. “Those are the times.”“True, true, and three times true. We’ll

leave you the fire, eh? Come on, boys.” They made for the south side of the hill, still stowing the

last of their gear, and one by one faded into the night between the stones.Hardbread’s nephew

turned in the gap and gave Craw the fuck yourself finger. “We’ll be back here, you sneaking

bastards!” His uncle cuffed him across the top of his scratty head. “Ow! What?”“Some

respect.”“Ain’t we fighting a war?”Hardbread cuffed him again and made him squeal. “No

reason to be rude, you little shit.”Craw stood there as the lad’s complaints faded into the wind

beyond the stones, swallowed sour spit, and eased his thumbs out from his belt. His hands

were trembling, had to rub ’em together to hide it, pretending he was cold. But it was done, and

everyone involved still drawing breath, so he guessed it had worked out as well as anyone

could’ve hoped.Jolly Yon didn’t agree. He stepped up beside Craw frowning like thunder and

spat into the fire. “Time might come we regret not killing those folks there.”“Not killing don’t tend

to weigh as heavy on my conscience as the alternative.”Brack tut-tutted from Craw’s other side.

“A warrior shouldn’t carry too much conscience.”“A warrior shouldn’t carry too much belly

either.” Whirrun had shrugged the Father of Swords off his shoulders and stood it on end, the

pommel coming up to his neck, watching how the light moved on the crosspiece as he turned it

round and round. “We all got our weights to heft.”“I’ve got just the right amount, you stringy

bastard.” And the hillman gave his great gut a proud pat like a father might give his son’s

head.“Chief.” Agrick strode into the firelight, bow loose in his hand and an arrow dangling

between two fingers.“They away?” asked Craw.“Watched ’em down past the Children. They’re

crossing the river now, heading towards Osrung. Athroc’s keeping a watch on ’em, though.

We’ll know if they double back.”“You reckon they will?” asked Wonderful. “Hardbread’s cut from

the old cloth. He might smile, but he won’t have liked this any. You trust that old bastard?”Craw

frowned into the night. “ ’Bout as much as I’d trust anyone these days.”“Little as that? Best post

guards.”“Aye,” said Brack. “And make sure ours stay awake.”Craw thumped his arm. “Nice o’

you to volunteer for first shift.”“Your belly can keep you company,” said Yon.Craw thumped his

arm next. “Glad you’re in favour, you can go second.”“Shit!”“Drofd!”You could tell the curly lad

was the newest of the crew ’cause he actually hurried up with some snap. “Aye, Chief?”“Take

the saddle horse and head back up the Yaws Road. Not sure whose lads you’ll meet first–

Ironhead’s most likely, or maybe Tenways’. Let ’em know we ran into one of the Dogman’s

dozens at the Heroes. More’n likely just scouting, but…”“Just scouting.” Wonderful nibbled

some scab off one knuckle and spat it from the tip of her tongue. “The Union are miles away,

split up and spread out, trying to make straight lines out of a country with none.”“More’n likely.

But hop on the horse and pass on the message anyway.”“Now?” Drofd’s face was all dismay.

“In the dark?”“No, next summer’ll be fine,” snapped Wonderful. “Yes, now, fool, all you’ve got to

do is follow a road.”Drofd heaved a sigh. “Hero’s work.”“All war work is hero’s work, boy,” said

Craw. He’d rather have sent someone else, but then they’d have been arguing ’til dawn over

why the new lad wasn’t going. There are right ways of doing things a man can’t just step

around.“Right y’are, Chief. See you in a few days, I reckon. And with a sore arse, no

doubt.”“Why?” And Wonderful gave a few thrusts of her hips. “Tenways a special friend o’ yours

is he?” That got some laughs. Brack’s big rumble, Scorry’s little chuckle, even Yon’s frown got a



touch softer which meant he had to be rightly tickled.“Ha, bloody ha.” And Drofd stalked off into

the night to find the horse and make a start.“I hear chicken fat can ease the passage!”

Wonderful called after him, Whirrun’s cackle echoing around the Heroes and off into the empty

dark.With the excitement over Craw was starting to feel all burned out. He dropped down

beside the fire, wincing as his knees bent low, the earth still warm from Hardbread’s rump.

Scorry had found a place on the far side, sharpening his knife, the scraping of metal marking

the rhythm to his soft, high singing. A song of Skarling Hoodless, greatest hero of the North,

who brought the clans together long ago to drive the Union out. Craw sat and listened, chewed

at the painful skin around his fingernails and thought about how he really had to stop doing

it.Whirrun set the Father of Swords down, squatted on his haunches and pulled out the old bag

he kept his runes in. “Best do a reading, eh?”“You have to?” muttered Yon.“Why? Scared o’

what the signs might tell you?”“Scared you’ll spout a stack of nonsense and I’ll lie awake half

the night trying to make sense of it.”“Guess we’ll see.” Whirrun emptied his runes into his

cupped hand, spat on ’em then tossed ’em down by the fire.Craw couldn’t help craning over to

see, though he couldn’t read the damn things for any money. “What do the runes say,

Cracknut?”“The runes say…” Whirrun squinted down like he was trying to pick out something a

long way off. “There’s going to be blood.”Wonderful snorted. “They always say that.”“Aye.”

Whirrun wrapped himself in his coat, nuzzled up against the hilt of his sword like a lover, eyes

already shut. “But lately they’re right more often than not.”Craw frowned around at the Heroes,

forgotten giants, standing stubborn guard over nothing. “Those are the times,” he muttered.The

PeacemakerHe stood by the window, one hand up on the stone, fingertips drumming,

drumming, drumming. Frowning off across Carleon. Across the maze of cobbled streets, the

tangle of steep slate roofs, the looming city walls his father built, all turned shiny black by the

drizzle. Into the hazy fields beyond, past the fork of the grey river and towards the streaky

rumour of hills at the head of the valley. As if, by sulking hard enough, he could see further.

Over two score miles of broken country to Black Dow’s scattered army. Where the fate of the

North was being decided.Without him.“All I want is just for everyone to do what I tell them. Is

that too much to ask?”Seff slid up behind him, belly pressing into his back. “I’d say it’s no more

than good sense on their part.”“I know what’s best anyway, don’t I?”“I do, and I tell you what it

is, so… yes.”“It seems there are a few pig-headed bastards in the North who don’t realise we

have all the answers.”Her hand slipped up his arm and trapped his restless fingers against the

stone. “Men don’t like to come out for peace, but they will. You’ll see.”“And until then, like all

visionaries, I find myself spurned. Scorned. Exiled.”“Until then, you find yourself locked in a

room with your wife. Is that so bad?”“There’s nowhere I’d rather be,” he lied.“Liar,” she

whispered, lips tickling his ear. “You’re almost as much of a liar as they say you are. You’d

rather be out there, beside your brother, with your armour on.” Her hands slid under his armpits

and across his chest, giving him a ticklish shiver. “Hacking the heads from cartloads of

Southerners.”“Murder is my favourite hobby, as you know.”“You’ve killed more men than

Skarling.”“And I’d wear my armour to bed if I could.”“It’s only concern for my soft, soft skin that

stops you.”“But severed heads are prone to squirt.” He wriggled around to face her and pushed

one lazy fingertip into her breastbone. “I prefer a quick thrust through the heart.”“Just like

you’ve skewered mine. Aren’t you the swordsman.”He squeaked as he felt her hand between

his legs and slid away sniggering across the wall, arms up to fend her off. “All right, I admit it!

I’m more lover than fighter!”“At last the truth. Only look what you’ve done to me.” Putting one

hand on her stomach and giving him a disapproving frown. It turned into a smile as he came

close, slid his hand over hers, fingertips between hers, stroking her swollen belly.“It’s a boy,”

she whispered. “I feel it. An heir to the North. You’ll be king, and then—”“Shhhhh.” And he



stopped her mouth with a kiss. There was no way of knowing when someone might be

listening, and anyway, “I’ve got an older brother, remember?”“A pinhead of an older

brother.”Calder winced, but didn’t deny it. He sighed as he looked down at that strange,

wonderful, frightening belly of hers. “My father always said there’s nothing more important than

family.” Except power. “Besides, there’s no point arguing over what we don’t have. Black Dow’s

the one who wears my father’s chain. Black Dow’s the one we need to worry on.”“Black Dow’s

nothing but a one-eared thug.”“A thug with all the North under his boot and its mightiest War

Chiefs taking his say-so.”“Mighty War Chiefs.” She snorted in his face. “Dwarves with big men’s

names.”“Brodd Tenways.”“That rotten old maggot? Even the thought of him makes me

sick.”“Cairm Ironhead.”“I hear he has a tiny little prick. That’s why he frowns all the time.”“Glama

Golden.”“Even tinier. Like a baby’s finger. And you have allies.”“I do?”“You know you do. My

father likes you.”Calder screwed up his face. “Your father doesn’t hate me, but I doubt he’ll be

leaping up to cut the rope if they hang me.”“He’s an honourable man.”“Of course he is. Caul

Reachey’s a real straight edge, everyone knows it.” For what that was worth. “But you and I

were promised when I was the son of the King of the Northmen and the world was all different.

He was getting a prince for a son-in-law, not just a well-known coward.”She patted his cheek,

hard enough to make a gentle slapping sound. “A beautiful coward.”“Beautiful men are even

less well liked in the North than cowardly ones. I’m not sure your father’s happy with the way

my luck’s turned.”“Shit on your luck.” She took a fistful of his shirt and dragged him closer,

much stronger than she looked. “I wouldn’t change a thing.”“Neither would I. I’m just saying

your father might.”“And I’m saying you’re wrong.” She caught his hand in hers and pressed it

against her bulging stomach again. “You’re family.”“Family.” He didn’t bother saying that family

could be as much a weakness as a strength. “So we have your honourable father and my

pinhead brother. The North is ours.”“It will be. I know it.” She was swaying backwards slowly,

leading him away from the window and towards the bed. “Dow may be the man for war, but

wars don’t last forever. You’re better than him.”“Few would agree.” But it was nice to hear it,

especially whispered in his ear in that soft, low, urgent voice.“You’re cleverer than him.” Her

cheek brushing his jaw. “Far cleverer.” Her nose nuzzling his chin. “The cleverest man in the

North.” By the dead, how he loved flattery.“Go on.”“You’re certainly better looking than him.”

Squeezing his hand and sliding it down her belly. “The most handsome man in the North…”He

licked her lips with the tip of his tongue. “If the most beautiful ruled you’d be Queen of the

Northmen already…”Her fingers were busy with his belt. “You always know just what to say,

don’t you, Prince Calder…”There was a thumping at the door and he froze, the blood suddenly

pounding in his head and very much not in his cock. Nothing like the threat of sudden death for

killing a romantic mood. The thumping came again, making the heavy door rattle. They broke

apart, flushed and fussing with their clothes. More like a pair of child lovers caught by their

parents than a man and woman five years married. So much for his dreams of being king. He

didn’t even command the lock on his own door.“The damn bolt’s on your side isn’t it?” he

snapped.Metal scraped and the door creaked open. A man stood in the archway, shaggy head

almost touching the keystone. The ruined side of his face was turned forwards, a mass of scar

running from near the corner of his mouth, through his eyebrow and across his forehead, the

dead metal ball in his blind socket glinting. If any trace of romance had been lingering in the

corners, or in Calder’s trousers, that eye and that scar were its grisly end. He felt Seff stiffen

and, since she was a long stretch braver than he was, her fear did nothing for his own. Caul

Shivers was about the worst omen a man could see. Folk called him Black Dow’s dog, but

never to his burned-out face. The man the Protector of the North sent to do his blackest

work.“Dow wants you.” If the sight of Shivers’ face had only got some hero half way horrified,



his voice would have done the rest of the job. A broken whisper that made every word sound

like it hurt.“Why?” asked Calder, keeping his own voice sunny as a summer morning in spite of

his hammering heart. “Can’t he beat the Union without me?”Shivers didn’t laugh. He didn’t

frown. He stood there, in the doorway, a silent slab of menace.Calder tried his best at a

carefree shrug. “Well, I suppose everyone serves someone. What about my wife?”Shivers’

good eye flicked across to Seff. If he’d looked with leering lust, or sneering disgust, Calder

would’ve been happier. But Shivers looked at a pregnant woman like a butcher at a carcass,

only a job to be done. “Dow wants her to stay and stand hostage. Make sure everyone

behaves. She’ll be safe.”“As long as everyone behaves.” Calder found he’d stepped in front of

her, as if to shield her with his body. Not much of a shield against a man like Shivers.“That’s

it.”“And if Black Dow misbehaves? Where’s my hostage?”Shivers’ eye slid back to Calder, and

stuck. “I’ll be your hostage.”“And if Dow breaks his word I can kill you, can I?”“You can

try.”“Huh.” Caul Shivers had one of the hardest names in the North. Calder, it hardly needed to

be said, didn’t. “Can you give us a moment to say our goodbyes?”“Why not?” Shivers slid back

until only the glint of his metal eye showed in the shadows. “I’m no monster.”“Back to the snake

pit,” muttered Calder.Seff caught his hand, eyes wide as she looked up at him, fearful and

eager at once. Almost as fearful and eager as he was. “Be patient, Calder. Tread carefully.”“I’ll

tiptoe all the way there.” If he even made it. He reckoned there was about a one in four Shivers

had been told to cut his throat on the way and toss his corpse in a bog.She took his chin

between her finger and thumb and shook it, hard. “I mean it. Dow fears you. My father says he’ll

take any excuse to kill you.”“Dow should fear me. Whatever else I am, I’m my father’s son.”She

squeezed his chin even harder, looking him right in the eye. “I love you.”He looked down at the

floor, feeling the sudden pressure of tears at the back of his throat. “Why? Don’t you realise

what an evil shit I am?”“You’re better than you think.”When she said it he could almost believe

it. “I love you too.” And he didn’t even have to lie. How he’d raged when his father announced

the match. Marry that pig-nosed, dagger-tongued little bitch? Now she looked more beautiful

every time he saw her. He loved her nose, and her tongue even more. It was almost enough to

make him swear off other women. He drew her close, blinking back the wet, and kissed her

once more. “Don’t worry. No one’s less keen to attend my hanging than I am. I’ll be back in your

bed before you know it.”“With your armour on?”“If you like,” as he backed away.“And no lying

while you’re gone.”“I never lie.”“Liar,” she mouthed at him before the guards closed the door and

slid the bolt, leaving Calder in the shadowy hallway with only the sappy-sad thought that he

might never see his wife again. That gave him a rare touch of bravery and he hurried after

Shivers, catching up with him as he trudged away and slapping a hand down on his shoulder.

He was more than a little unnerved by the wood-like solidity of it, but plunged on regardless.“If

anything happens to her, I promise you—”“I hear your promises ain’t up to much.” Shivers’ eye

went to the offending hand and Calder carefully removed it. He might only rarely be brave, but

he was never brave past the point of good sense.“Who says so? Black Dow? If there’s anyone

in the North whose promises are worth less than mine it’s that bastard’s.” Shivers stayed silent,

but Calder wasn’t a man to be easily put off. Good treachery takes effort. “Dow won’t ever give

you more than you can rip from him with both hands, you know. There’ll be nothing for you,

however loyal you are. In fact, the more loyal you are, the less there’ll be. You’ll see. Not

enough meat and too many hungry dogs to feed.”Shivers’ one eye narrowed just the slightest

fraction. “I’m no dog.”That chink of anger would have been enough to scare most men silent,

but to Calder it was only a crack to chisel at. “I see that,” he whispered, as low and urgent as

Seff had whispered to him. “Most men don’t see past their fear of you, but I do. I see what you

are. A fighter, of course, but a thinker too. An ambitious man. A proud man, and why not?”



Calder brought them to a halt in a shadowy stretch of the hallway, leaned in to a conspiratorial

distance, smothering his instinct to cringe away as that awful scar turned towards him. “If I had

a man like you working for me I’d make better use of him than Black Dow does, that much I

promise.”Shivers raised one beckoning hand, a big ruby on his little finger gleaming the colour

of blood in the gloom. Giving Calder no choice but to come closer, closer, far too close for

comfort. Close enough to feel Shivers’ warm breath. Close enough almost to kiss. Close

enough so all Calder could see was his own distorted, unconvincing grin reflected in that dead

metal ball of an eye.“Dow wants you.”The Best of UsYour August Majesty,We are entirely

recovered from the reverse at Quiet Ford and the campaign proceeds. For all Black Dow’s

cunning, Lord Marshal Kroy is driving him steadily north towards his capital at Carleon. We are

no more than two weeks’ march from the city, now. He cannot fall back for ever. We will have

him, your Majesty can depend upon it.General Jalenhorm’s division won a small engagement

on a chain of hills to the northeast yesterday. Lord Governor Meed leads his division south

towards Ollensand in the hope of forcing the Northmen to split their forces and give battle at a

disadvantage. I travel with General Mitterick’s division, close to Marshal Kroy’s headquarters.

Yesterday, near a village called Barden, Northmen ambushed our supply column as it was

stretched out along the bad roads. Through the alertness and bravery of our rearguard they

were beaten back with heavy losses. I recommend to your Majesty one Lieutenant Kerns who

showed particular valour and lost his life in the engagement, leaving, I understand, a wife and

young child behind him.The columns are well ordered. The weather is fair. The army moves

freely and the men are in the highest spirits.I remain your Majesty’s most faithful and unworthy

servant,Bremer dan Gorst,Royal Observer of the Northern WarThe column was in chaos. The

rain poured down. The army was mired in the filth and the men were in the most rotten spirits.

And mine the most rotten in the whole putrefying swarm.Bremer dan Gorst forced his way

through a mud-spattered crush of soldiers, all wriggling like maggots, their armour running with

wet, their shouldered pikes poking lethally in all directions. They were stopped as solid as milk

turned rank in a bottle but men still squelched up from behind, adding their own burdens of ill

temper to the jostling mass, choking the thread of muck that passed for a road and forcing men

cursing into the trees. Gorst was already late and had to assert himself as the press tightened,

brushing men aside. Sometimes they would turn to argue as they stumbled in the slop, but they

soon shut their mouths when they saw who he was. They knew him.The adversary that had so

confounded his Majesty’s army proved to be one of its own wagons, slid from the ankle-deep

mud of the track and into the considerably deeper bog beside. Following the universal law that

the most frustrating thing will always happen, no matter how unlikely, it had somehow ended up

almost sideways, back wheels mired to their axles. A snarling driver whipped two horses into a

pointless lather of terror while a half-dozen bedraggled soldiers floundered ineffectually about

the back. On both sides of the road men slithered through the sodden undergrowth, cursing as

gear was torn by brambles, pole-arms were tangled by branches, eyes were whipped at by

twigs.Three young officers stood nearby, the shoulders of their scarlet uniforms turned soggy

maroon by the downpour. Two were arguing, stabbing at the wagon with pointed fingers while

the other stood and watched, one hand carelessly resting on the gilded hilt of his sword, idle as

a mannequin in a military tailor’s.The enemy could scarcely have arranged a more effective

blockage with a thousand picked men.“What is this?” Gorst demanded, fighting and, of course,

failing, to sound authoritative.“Sir, the supply train should be nowhere near this track!”“That’s

nonsense, sir! The infantry should be held up while—”Because the blame is what matters, of

course, not the solution. Gorst shouldered the officers aside and squelched into the quagmire,

wedging himself between the muddy soldiers, delving into the muck for the wagon’s back axle,



boots twisting through the slime to find a solid footing. He took a few short breaths and braced

himself.“Go!” he squeaked at the driver, for once forgetting even to try to lower his voice.Whip

snapped. Men groaned. Horses snorted. Mud sucked. Gorst strained from his toes to his scalp,

every muscle locked and vibrating with effort. The world faded and he was left alone with his

task. He grunted, then growled, then hissed, the rage boiling up in him as if he had a

bottomless tank of it instead of a heart and he only had to turn the tap to rip this wagon

apart.The wheels gave with a protesting shriek, lurched from the bog and forward. Suddenly

straining at nothing Gorst stumbled despairingly then flopped face down in the mire, one of the

soldiers falling beside him. He struggled up as the wagon rattled away, the driver fighting to

bring his plunging horses under control.“Thanks for the help, sir.” The mud-caked soldier

reached out with a clumsy paw and managed to smear the muck that now befouled Gorst’s

uniform even more widely. “Sorry, sir. Very sorry.”Keep your axles oiled you retarded scum.

Keep your cart on the road you gawping halfwits. Do your damn jobs you lazy vermin. Is that

too much to ask? “Good,” muttered Gorst, brushing the man’s hand away and making a futile

attempt to straighten his jacket. “Thank you.” He stalked off into the drizzle after the wagon, and

could almost hear the mocking laughter of the men and their officers prickling at his back.Lord

Marshal Kroy, commander-in-chief of his Majesty’s armies in the North, had requisitioned for

his temporary headquarters the grandest building within a dozen miles, namely a squat cottage

so riddled with moss it looked more like an abandoned dunghill. A toothless old woman and her

even more ancient husband, presumably the dispossessed owners, sat in the doorway of the

accompanying barn under a threadbare shawl, and watched Gorst squelch up towards their

erstwhile front door. They did not look impressed. Neither did the four guards loitering about the

porch in wet oilskins. Nor the collection of damp officers infesting the low living room, who all

looked around expectantly when Gorst ducked through the door, and all looked equally

crestfallen when they realised who it was.“It’s Gorst,” sneered one, as if he had been expecting

a king and got a pot-boy.It was quite the concentration of martial splendour. Marshal Kroy was

the centrepiece, sitting with unflinching discipline at the head of the table, impeccable as

always in a freshly pressed black uniform, stiff collar encrusted with silver leaves, every iron

grey hair on his skull positioned at rigid attention. His chief of staff Colonel Felnigg sat bolt

upright beside him, small, nimble, with sparkling eyes that missed no detail, his chin lifted

uncomfortably high. Or rather, since he was a remarkably chinless man, his neck formed an

almost straight line from his collar to the nostrils of his beaked nose. Like an over-haughty

vulture waiting for a corpse to feast upon.General Mitterick would have made a considerable

meal. He was a big man with a big face, oversized features positively stuffed into the available

room on the front of his head. Where Felnigg had too little chin Mitterick had far too much, and

with a big, reckless cleft down the middle. As if he had an arse suspended from his magnificent

moustache. He had affected buff leather gauntlets reaching almost to the elbow, probably

intended to give the impression of a man of action, but which put Gorst in mind of the gloves a

farmer might wear to wind a troubled cow.Mitterick cocked an eyebrow at Gorst’s mud-crusted

uniform. “More heroics, Colonel Gorst?” he asked, accompanied by some light sniggering.Ram

it up your chin-arse, you cow-winding bladder of vanity. The words tickled Gorst’s lips. But in his

falsetto, whatever he said the joke would be on him. He would rather have faced a thousand

Northmen than this ordeal by conversation. So he turned the first sound into a queasy grin, and

smiled along with his humiliation as he always did. He found the gloomiest corner, crossed his

arms over his filthy jacket and dampened his fury by imagining the smirking heads of Mitterick’s

staff impaled on the pikes of Black Dow’s army. Not the most patriotic pastime, perhaps, but

among his most satisfying.It’s an upside-down sham of a world in which men like these, if they



can be called men at all, can look down on a man like me. I am worth twice the lot of you. And

this is the best the Union has to offer? We deserve to lose.“Can’t win a war without getting your

hands dirty.”“What?” Gorst frowned sideways. The Dogman was leaning beside him in his

battered coat, a look of world-weary resignation on his no less battered face.The Northman let

his head tip back until it bumped gently against the peeling wall. “Some folk would rather keep

clean, though, eh? And lose.”Gorst could ill afford to strike up an alliance with the one man

even more of an outsider than himself. He slipped into his accustomed silence like a well-worn

suit of armour, and turned his attention to the nervous chatter of the officers.“When are they

getting here?”“Soon.”“How many of them?”“I heard three.”“Only one. It only takes one member

of the Closed Council.”“The Closed Council?” squeaked Gorst, voice driven up almost beyond

the range of human hearing by a surge of nerves. A nauseating after-taste of the horror he had

felt the day those horrible old men had stripped him of his position. Squashing my dreams as

carelessly as a boy might squash a beetle. “And next…” as he was ushered into the hallway

and the black doors were shut on him like coffin lids. No longer commander of the king’s

guards. No longer a Knight of the Body. No longer anything but a squealing joke, my name

made a byword for failure and disgrace. He could see that panel of creased and sagging

sneers still. And at the head of the table the king’s pale face, jaw clenched, refusing to meet

Gorst’s eye. As though the ruin of his most loyal servant was no more than an unpleasant

chore…“Which of them will it be?” Felnigg was asking. “Do we know?”“It hardly matters.” Kroy

looked towards the window. Beyond the half-open shutters the rain was getting heavier. “We

already know what they will say. The king demands a great victory, at twice the speed and half

the cost.”“As always!” Mitterick crowed with the regularity of an overeager cockerel. “Damn

politicians, sticking their noses into our business! I swear those swindlers on the Closed

Council cost us more lives than the bloody enemy ever—”The doorknob turned with a loud

rattle and a heavy-set old man entered the room, entirely bald with a short grey beard. He gave

no immediate impression of supreme power. His clothes were only slightly less rain-soaked

and mud-spattered than Gorst’s own. His staff was of plain wood shod with steel, more walking

stick than rod of office. But still, though he and the single, unassuming servant who scraped in

after him were outnumbered ten to one by some of the finest peacocks in the army, it was the

officers who held their breath. The old man carried about him an air of untouchable confidence,

disdainful ownership, masterful control. The air of a slaughterman casting an eye over that

morning’s hogs.“Lord Bayaz.” Kroy’s face had paled, slightly. It might have been the very first

time Gorst had seen the marshal surprised, and he was not alone. The crowded room could

not have been more dumbstruck if the corpse of Harod the Great had been trundled in on a

trolley to address them.“Gentlemen.” Bayaz tossed his staff carelessly to his curly-headed

servant, wiped the beads of moisture from his bald pate with a faint hissing and flicked them

from the edge of his hand. For a legendary figure, there was no ceremony to him. “Some

weather we’re having, eh? Sometimes I love the North and sometimes… less so.”“We were not

expecting—”“Why would you be?” Bayaz chuckled with a show of good humour that somehow

managed to seem a threat. “I am retired! I had left my seat on the Closed Council empty once

again and was seeing out my dotage at my library, far removed from the grind of politics. But

since this war is taking place on my very doorstep, I thought it would be neglectful of me not to

stop by. I have brought money with me–I understand pay is standing somewhat in arrears.”“A

little,” conceded Kroy.“A little more and the soldier’s veneer of honour and obedience might

swiftly rub away, eh, gentlemen? Without its golden lubricant the great machine of his Majesty’s

army would soon stutter to a halt, would it not, as with so much in life?”“Concern for the welfare

of our men is always uppermost in our minds,” said the marshal, uncertainly.“And mine!”



answered Bayaz. “I am here only to help. To keep the wheels oiled, if you will. To observe and

perhaps, should the occasion call, offer some trifling guidance. Yours is the command, Lord

Marshal, of course.”“Of course,” echoed Kroy, but no one was convinced. This, after all, was the

First of the Magi. A man supposedly hundreds of years old, supposedly possessed of magical

powers, who had supposedly forged the Union, brought the king to his throne, driven out the

Gurkish and laid a good section of Adua to waste doing it. Supposedly. Hardly a man noted for

a reluctance to interfere. “Er… might I introduce General Mitterick, commander of his Majesty’s

second division?”“General Mitterick, even sealed away with my books I have heard tales of

your valour. An honour.”The general fluffed up with happiness. “No, no! The honour is

mine!”“Yes,” said Bayaz, with casual brutality.Kroy charged boldly into the ensuing silence. “This

is my chief of staff, Colonel Felnigg, and this the leader of those Northmen who oppose Black

Dow and fight alongside us, the Dogman.”“Ah, yes!” Bayaz raised his brows. “I believe we had

a mutual friend in Logen Ninefingers.”The Dogman stared evenly back, the one man in the

room who showed no sign of being overawed. “I’m a long way from sure he’s dead.”“If anyone

can cheat the Great Leveller it was–or is–he. Either way, he is a loss to the North. To the world.

A great man, and much missed.”Dogman shrugged. “A man, anyway. Some good and some

bad in him, like most. As for much missed, depends on who you ask, don’t it?”“True.” Bayaz

gave a rueful smile, and spoke a few words in fluent Northern: “You have to be realistic about

these things.”“You do,” replied the Dogman. Gorst doubted whether anyone else in the room

had understood their little exchange. He was not entirely sure he had, for all he knew the

language.Kroy tried to usher things on. “And this is—”“Bremer dan Gorst, of course!” Bayaz

shocked Gorst to his boots by warmly shaking his hand. For a man of his years, he had quite

the grip. “I saw you fence against the king, how long ago, now? Five years? Six?”Gorst could

have counted the hours since. And it says a great deal for my shadow of a life that my proudest

moment is still being humiliated in a fencing match. “Nine.”“Nine, imagine that! The decades flit

past me like leaves on the wind, I swear. No man ever deserved the title more.”“I was fairly

beaten.”Bayaz leaned close. “You were beaten, anyway, which is all that really counts, eh?” And

he slapped Gorst on the arm as if they had shared a private joke, though if they had it was

private to Bayaz alone. “I thought you were with the Knights of the Body? Were you not

guarding the king at the Battle of Adua?”Gorst felt himself colouring. I was, as everyone here

well knows, but now I am nothing but a wretched scapegoat, used and discarded like some

stuttering serving girl by his lordship’s caddish youngest son. Now I am—“Colonel Gorst is here

as the king’s observer,” ventured Kroy, seeing his discomfort.“Of course!” Bayaz snapped his

fingers. “After that business in Sipani.”Gorst’s face burned as though the city’s very name was a

slap. Sipani. And as simply as that the best part of him was where he spent so much of his

time: four years ago, back in the madness of Cardotti’s House of Leisure. Stumbling through

the smoke, searching desperately for the king, reaching the staircase, seeing that masked

face–and then the long, bouncing trip down the stairs, into unjust disgrace. He saw smirks

among the over-bright smear of faces the room had suddenly become. He opened his dry

mouth but, as usual, nothing of any use emerged.“Ah, well.” The Magus gave Gorst’s shoulder

the kind of consoling pat one might give to a guard dog long ago gone blind, and occasionally

tossed a bone for sentimental reasons. “Perhaps you can work your way back into the king’s

good graces.”Depend upon it, you arcane fuck-hole, if I must spill every drop of blood in the

North. “Perhaps,” Gorst managed to whisper.But Bayaz had already drawn out a chair and was

steepling his fingers before him. “So! The situation, Lord Marshal?”Kroy jerked the front of his

jacket smooth as he advanced on the great map, so large it had been folded at the edges to fit

on the biggest wall of the mean little building. “General Jalenhorm’s division is here, to our



west.” Paper crackled as Kroy’s stick hissed over it. “He is pushing northwards, firing crops and

villages in the hope of drawing the Northmen into battle.”Bayaz looked bored.

“Mmmm.”“Meanwhile Lord Governor Meed’s division, accompanied by the majority of the

Dogman’s loyalists, have marched southeast to take Ollensand under siege. General Mitterick’s

division remains between the two.” Tap, tap, stick on paper, ruthlessly precise. “Ready to lend

support to either one. The route of supply runs south towards Uffrith over poor roads, no more

than tracks, really, but we are—”“Of course.” Bayaz rendered it all irrelevant with a wave of one

meaty hand. “I have not come to interfere in the details.”Kroy’s stick hovered uselessly. “Then

—”“Imagine yourself a master mason, Lord Marshal, working upon one turret of a grand

palace. A craftsman whose dedication, skill and attention to detail are disputed by no

one.”“Mason?” Mitterick looked baffled.“Then imagine the Closed Council as the architects. Our

responsibility is not the fitting of one stone to another, it is the design of the building overall.

The politics, rather than the tactics. An army is an instrument of government. It must be used in

such a way that it furthers the interests of government. Otherwise what use is it? Only an

extremely costly machine for… minting medals.” The room shifted uncomfortably. Hardly the

sort of talk the toy soldiers appreciate.“The policies of government are subject to sudden

change,” grumbled Felnigg.Bayaz looked upon him like a schoolmaster at the dunce ruining the

standard of his class. “The world is fluid. We must be fluid also. And since these latest

hostilities began, circumstances have not flowed for the better. At home the peasants are

restless again. War taxes, and so on. Restless, restless, always restless.” He drummed his

thick fingers restlessly on the table-top. “And the new Lords’ Round is finally completed, so the

Open Council is in session and the nobles have somewhere to complain. They are doing so. At

tremendous length. They are impatient with the lack of progress, apparently.”“Damn windbags,”

grunted Mitterick. Lending considerable support to the maxim that men always hate in others

what is most hateful in themselves.Bayaz sighed. “Sometimes I feel I am building sandcastles

against the tide. The Gurkish are never idle, there is no end to their intrigues. But once they

were the only real challenge to us abroad. Now there is the Snake of Talins, too. Murcatto.” He

frowned as if the name tasted foul, hard lines deepening across his face. “While our armies are

entangled here that cursed woman continues to tighten her grip on Styria, emboldened by the

knowledge that the Union can do little to oppose her.” Some patriotic tutting stirred the

assembly. “Put simply, gentlemen, the costs of this war, in treasure, in prestige, in lost

opportunities, are becoming too high. The Closed Council require a swift conclusion. Naturally,

as soldiers, you all are prone to be sentimental about warfare. But fighting is only any use

when it’s cheaper than the alternatives.” He calmly picked a piece of fluff from his sleeve,

frowned at it, and flicked it away. “This is the North, after all. I mean to say… what’s it

worth?”There was a silence. Then Marshal Kroy cleared his throat. “The Closed Council

require a swift conclusion… do they mean by the end of the campaigning season?”“The end of

the season? No, no.” The officers blew out their cheeks with evident relief. It was short-lived.

“Considerably sooner than that.”The noise slowly built. Shocked gasps, then horrified splutters,

then whispered swear-words and grumbles of disbelief, the officers’ professional affront scoring

a rare victory over their usually unconquerable servility.“But we cannot possibly—!” Mitterick

burst out, striking the table with one gauntleted fist then hastily remembering himself. “I mean

to say, I apologise, but we cannot—”“Gentlemen, gentlemen.” Kroy ushered down his unruly

brood, and appealed to reason. The lord marshal is nothing if not a reasonable man. “Lord

Bayaz… Black Dow continues to evade us. To manoeuvre and fall back.” He gestured at the

map as though it was covered in realities that simply could not be argued with. “He has

staunch war leaders at his side. His men know the land, are sustained by its people. He is a



master at swift movement and retreat, at swift concentration and surprise. He has already

wrong-footed us once. If we rush to battle, there is every chance that—”But he might as well

have reasoned with the tide. The First of the Magi was not interested. “You stray onto the

details again, Lord Marshal. Masons and architects and so forth, did I speak about that? The

king sent you here to fight, not march around. I have no doubt you will find a way to bring the

Northmen to a decisive battle, and if not, well… every war is only a prelude to talk, isn’t it?”

Bayaz stood, and the officers belatedly struggled up after him, chairs screeching and swords

clattering in an ill-coordinated shambles.“We are… delighted you could join us,” Kroy managed,

though the army’s feelings were very clearly the precise opposite.Bayaz appeared impervious

to irony, however. “Good, because I will be staying to observe. Some gentlemen from the

University of Adua accompanied me. They have an invention that I am curious to see

tested.”“Anything we can do to assist.”“Excellent.” Bayaz smiled broadly. The only smile in the

room. “I will leave the shaping of the stones in your…” He raised an eyebrow at Mitterick’s

absurd gauntlets. “Capable hands. Gentlemen.”The officers kept their nervous silence, as the

First of the Magi’s worn boots and those of his single servant receded down the hallway, like

children sent early to bed, preparing to throw back the covers as soon as their parents reached

a safe distance.Angry babbling broke out the moment they heard the front door close. “What

the hell—”“How dare he?”“Before the end of the season?” frothed Mitterick. “He is quite

mad!”“Ridiculous!” snapped Felnigg. “Ridiculous!”“Bloody politicians!”But Gorst had a smile,

and not just at the dismay of Mitterick and the rest. Now they would have to seek battle. And

whatever they came for, I came to fight.Kroy brought his fractious officers to order by banging

at the table with his stick. “Gentlemen, please! The Closed Council have spoken, and so the

king has spoken, and we can only strive to obey. We are but the masons, after all.” He turned

towards the map as the room quieted, eyes running over the roads, the hills, the rivers of the

North. “I fear we must abandon caution and concentrate the army for a concerted push

northwards. Dogman?”The Northman stepped up to the table and snapped out a vibrating

salute. “Marshal Kroy, sir!” A joke, of course, since he was an ally rather than an underling.“If

we march for Carleon in force, is it likely that Black Dow will finally offer battle?”The Dogman

rubbed a hand over his stubbled jaw. “Maybe. He ain’t the most patient. Looks bad for him,

letting you tramp all over his back yard these past few months. But he’s always been an

unpredictable bastard, Black Dow.” He had a bitter look on his face for a moment, as if

remembering something painful. “One thing I can tell you, if he decides on battle he won’t offer

nothing. He’ll ram it right up your arse. Still, it’s worth a try.” Dogman grinned around the

officers. “ ’Specially if you like it up your arse.”“Not my first choice, but they say a general

should be prepared for anything.” Kroy traced a road to its junction, then tapped at the paper.

“What is this town?”The Dogman leaned over the table to squint at the map, considerably

inconveniencing a pair of unhappy staff officers and giving the impression of not caring in the

least. “That’s Osrung. Old town, set in fields, with a bridge and a mill, might have, what… three

or four hundred people in peacetime? Some stone buildings, more wood. High fence around

the outside. Used to have a damn fine tavern but, you know, nothing’s how it used to be.”“And

this hill? Near where the roads from Ollensand and Uffrith meet?”“The Heroes.”“Odd name for

a hill,” grunted Mitterick.“Named after a ring of old stones on top. Some warriors of ancient days

are buried beneath ’em, or that’s one rumour, anyway. You get quite a view from up there. I sent

a dozen to have a look-see the other day, in fact, check if any of Dow’s boys have shown their

faces.”“And?”“Nothing yet, but no reason there should be. There’s help nearby, if they get

pressed.”“That’s the spot, then.” Kroy craned closer to the map, pressing the point of his stick

into that hill as though he could will the army there. “The Heroes. Felnigg?”“Sir?”“Send word to



Lord Governor Meed to abandon the siege of Ollensand and march with all haste to meet us

near Osrung.”That got a few sharp in-breaths. “Meed will be furious,” said Mitterick.“He often is.

That cannot be helped.”“I’ll be heading back that way,” said Dogman. “Meet up with the rest o’

my boys and get ’em moving north. I can take the message.”“It might be better if Colonel

Felnigg carries it personally. Lord Governor Meed is… not the greatest admirer of

Northmen.”“Unlike the rest of you, eh?” The Dogman showed the Union’s finest a mouthful of

sharp yellow teeth. “I’ll make a move, then. With any luck I’ll see you up the Heroes in what…

three days? Four?”“Five, if this weather gets no better.”“This is the North. Let’s call it five.” And

he followed Bayaz out of the low sitting room.“Well, it might not be the way we wanted it.”

Mitterick smashed a meaty fist into a meaty palm. “But we can show them something, now, eh?

Get those skulking bastards out in the open and show them something!” The legs of his chair

shrieked as he stood. “I will hurry my division along. We should make a night march, Lord

Marshal! Get at the enemy!”“No.” Kroy was already sitting at his desk and dipping pen in ink to

write orders. “Halt them for the night. On these roads, in this weather, haste will do more harm

than good.”“But, Lord Marshal, if we—”“I intend to rush, General, but not headlong into a

defeat. We must not push the men too hard. They need to be ready.”Mitterick jerked up his

gloves. “Damn these damn roads!” Gorst stood aside to let him and his staff file from the room,

silently wishing he was ushering them through into a bottomless pit.Kroy raised his brows as

he wrote. “Sensible men… run away… from battles.” His pen scratched neatly across the

paper. “Someone will need to take this order to General Jalenhorm. To move with all haste to

the Heroes and secure the hill, the town of Osrung, and any other crossings of the river that

—”Gorst stepped forwards. “I will take it.” If there was to be action, Jalenhorm’s division would

be first into it. And I will be at the front of the front rank. I will not bury the ghosts of Sipani in a

headquarters.“There is no one I would rather entrust it to.” Gorst grasped the order but the

marshal did not release it at once. He remained looking calmly up, the folded paper a bridge

between them. “Remember, though, that you are the king’s observer, not the king’s champion.”I

am neither. I am a glorified errand boy, here because nowhere else will have me. I am a

secretary in a uniform. A filthy uniform, as it happens. I am a dead man still twitching. Ha ha!

Look at the big idiot with the silly voice! Make him dance! “Yes, sir.”“Observe, then, by all

means. But no more heroics, if you please. Not like the other day at Barden. A war is no place

for heroics. Especially not this one.”“Yes, sir.”Kroy let go of the order and turned back to peer at

his map, measuring distances between stretched-out thumb and forefinger. “The king would

never forgive me if we were to lose you.”The king has abandoned me here, and no one will

care a stray speck of piss if I am hacked apart and my brains splattered across the North.

Least of all me. “Yes, sir.” And Gorst strode out, through the front door and back into the rain,

where he was struck by lightning.There she was, picking her way across the boggy front yard

towards him. In the midst of all that sullen mud her smiling face burned like the sun,

incandescent. Delight crushed him, made his skin sing and his breath catch. The months he

had spent away from her had done not the slightest good. He was as desperately, hopelessly,

helplessly in love as ever.“Finree,” he whispered, voice full of awe, as in some silly story a

wizard might pronounce a word of power. “Why are you here?” Half-expecting she would fade

into nothing, a figment of his overwrought imagination.“To see my father. Is he in

there?”“Writing orders.”“As always.” She looked down at Gorst’s uniform and raised one

eyebrow, darkened from brown to almost black and spiked to soft points by the rain. “Still

playing in the mud, I see.”He could not even bring himself to be embarrassed. He was lost in

her eyes. Some strands of hair were stuck across her wet face. He wished he was. I thought

nothing could be more beautiful than you used to be, but now you are more beautiful than ever.



He dared not look at her and he dared not look away. You are the most beautiful woman in the

world–no–in all of history–no–the most beautiful thing in all of history. Kill me, now, so that your

face can be the last thing I see. “You look well,” he murmured.She looked down at her sodden

travelling coat, mud-spotted to the waist. “I suspect you’re not being entirely honest with me.”“I

never dissemble.” I love you I love you I love you I love you I love you I love you I love

you…“And are you well, Bremer? I may call you Bremer, may I?”You may crush my eyes out

with your heels. Only say my name again. “Of course. I am…” Ill in mind and body, ruined in

fortune and reputation, hating of the world and everything in it, but none of that matters, as

long as you are with me. “Well.”She held out her hand and he bent to kiss it like a village priest

who had been permitted to touch the hem of the Prophet’s robe—There was a golden ring on

her finger with a small, sparkling blue stone.Gorst’s guts twisted so hard he nearly lost control

of them entirely. It was only by a supreme effort that he stayed standing. He could scarcely

whisper the words. “Is that…”“A marriage band, yes!” Could she know he would rather she had

dangled a butchered head in his face?He gripped to his smile like a drowning man to the last

stick of wood. He felt his mouth move, and heard his own squeak. His repugnant, womanly,

pathetic little squeak. “Who is the gentleman?”“Colonel Harod dan Brock.” A hint of pride in her

voice. Of love. What would I give to hear her say my name like that? All I have. Which is nothing

but other men’s scorn.“Harod dan Brock,” he whispered, and the name was sand in his mouth.

He knew the man, of course. They were distantly related, fourth cousins or some such. They

had sometimes spoken years ago, when Gorst had served with the guard of his father, Lord

Brock. Then Lord Brock had made his bid for the crown, and failed, and been exiled for the

worst of treasons. His eldest son had been granted the king’s mercy, though. Stripped of his

many lands, and his lofty titles, but left with his life. How Gorst wished the king was less

merciful now.“He is serving on Lord Governor Meed’s staff.”“Yes.” Brock was nauseatingly

handsome, with an easy smile and a winning manner. The bastard. Well-spoken of and well-

liked, in spite of his father’s disgrace. The snake. Had earned his place by bravery and

bonhomie. The fucker. He was everything Gorst was not.He clenched his right fist trembling

hard, and imagined it ripping the easy-smiling jaw out of Harod dan Brock’s handsome head.

“Yes.”“We are very happy,” said Finree.Good for you. I want to kill myself. She could not have

given him sharper pain if she had crushed his cock in a vice. Could she be such a fool as to not

see through him? Some part of her must have known, must have delighted in his humiliation.

Oh, how I love you. Oh, how I hate you. Oh, how I want you.“My congratulations to you both,”

he murmured.“I will tell my husband.”“Yes.” Yes, yes, tell him to die, tell him to burn, and soon.

Gorst kept the rictus smile clinging to his face while vomit tickled at his throat. “Yes.”“I must go

to my father. Perhaps we will see each other again, soon?”Oh, yes. Very soon. Tonight, in fact,

while I lie awake with my cock in my hand, pretending it’s your mouth… “I hope so.”She was

already walking past. For her, a forgettable encounter with an old acquaintance. For him, as

she turned away it was as if night fell. The soil is heaped upon me, the grit of burial in my

mouth. He watched the door rattle shut behind her, and stood there for a long moment, in the

rain. He wanted to weep, and weep, and weep for all his ruined hopes. He wanted to kneel in

the mud and tear out the hair he still had. He wanted to murder someone, and hardly cared

who. Myself, perhaps?Instead he took a sharp breath, squeaking slightly in one nostril, and

squelched away through the mud, into the gathering dusk.He had a message to carry, after all.

With no heroics.Black DowThe stable doors shut with a bang like a headsman’s axe, and it

took all of Calder’s famous arrogance not to jump clean in the air. War meetings had never

been his favourite style of gathering, especially ones full of his enemies. Three of Dow’s five

War Chiefs were in attendance and, as Calder’s ever-worsening luck would have it, they were



the three that liked him least.Glama Golden looked the hero from his scalp to his toes, big-

knuckle brawny and heavy-jaw handsome, his long hair, his bristling moustache, his eyelashes

to their tips all the colour of pale gold. He wore more yellow metal than a princess on her

wedding day–golden torc around his thick neck, bracelets at his thick wrists and fistfuls of rings

on his thick fingers, every part of him buffed to a pretty shine with bluster and self-love.Cairm

Ironhead was a very different prospect. His scar-crossed face was a fortress of frown you

could’ve blunted an axe on, eyes like nails under a brow like an anvil, cropped hair and beard

an uncompromising black. He was shorter than Golden but wider still, a slab of a man, chain

mail glinting under a cloak of black bear-fur. The rumour was he’d strangled that bear. Possibly

for looking at him wrong. Neither Ironhead nor Golden had much beyond contempt for Calder,

but luckily they’d always despised each other like night hates day and their feud left no hatred

in the quiver for anyone else.When it came to hatred, Brodd Tenways had a bottomless supply.

He was one of those bastards who can’t even breathe quietly, ugly as incest and always

delighted to push it in your face, leering from the shadows like the village pervert at a passing

milkmaid. Foul-mouthed, foul-toothed, foul-smelling, and with some kind of hideous rash

patching his twisted face he gave every sign of taking great pride in. He’d made a bitter enemy

of Calder’s father, lost to him in battle twice, and been forced to kneel and give up everything

he had. Getting it back only seemed to have worsened his mood, and he’d easily shifted all his

years of bile from Bethod to his sons, and Calder in particular.Then there was the head of this

mismatched family of villains, the self-styled Protector of the North, Black Dow himself. He sat

easy in Skarling’s Chair, one leg folded under him while the other boot tapped gently at the

ground. He had something like a smile on his deep-lined, hard-scarred face but his eyes were

narrowed, sly as a hungry tomcat that just now spied a pigeon. He’d taken to wearing fine

clothes, the sparkling chain that Calder’s father used to wear around his shoulders. But he

couldn’t hide what he was, and didn’t want to either. A killer to the tips of his ears. Or ear, since

the left one was no more than a flap of gristle.As if Black Dow’s name and his grin weren’t

threats enough, he’d made sure they were shored up with plenty of steel. A long, grey sword

leaned against Skarling’s Chair on one side, an axe on the other, notched with long use, in

easy reach of his dangling fingers. Killer’s fingers–scuffed, and swollen, and scarred at the

knuckles from a lifetime of the dead knew what dark work.Splitfoot stood in the gloom at Dow’s

shoulder. His Second, meaning his closest bodyguard and chief arse-licker, stuck to his master

tight as his shadow with thumbs hooked in his silver-buckled sword-belt. Two of his Carls lurked

behind, armour, and shield-rims, and drawn swords all agleam, others dotted about the walls,

flanking the door. There was a smell of old hay and old horses, but far stronger was the reek of

ready violence, thick as the stink in a marsh.And as if all that wasn’t enough to make Calder

shit his well-tailored trousers, Shivers still loomed at his shoulder, adding his own chill threat to

the recipe.“Well, if it ain’t brave Prince Calder.” Dow looked him up and down like the tomcat at

the shrub it was about to piss on. “Welcome back to the good fight, lad. You going to do as

you’re fucking told this time around?”Calder swept out a bow. “Your most obedient servant.” He

smirked as if the very words didn’t burn his tongue. “Golden. Ironhead.” He gave each a

respectful nod. “My father always said there weren’t two stouter hearts in all the North.” His

father always said there weren’t two thicker heads in all the North, but his lies were no more

use than money down a well in any case. Ironhead and Golden did nothing but glower at each

other. Calder felt a burning need for someone who liked him. Or at least didn’t want him dead.

“Where’s Scale?”“Your brother’s out west,” said Dow. “Doing some fighting.”“You know what that

is, do you, boy?” Tenways turned his head and spat through the gap in his brown front teeth.“Is

it… the thing with all the swords?” Calder took a hopeful look around the stable but no allies



had crept in, and he ended up glancing at Shivers’ ruined frown, which was even worse than

Dow’s smile. However often he saw that scar, it was always more hideous than he

remembered. “How about Reachey?”“Your wife’s daddy’s a day or so east,” said Dow. “Putting

on a weapontake.”Golden snorted. “I’d be surprised if there’s a boy can grip a blade isn’t

pressed already.”“Well, he’s scraping up what there is. Reckon we’ll need every ready hand

when it comes to a battle. Yours too, maybe.”“Oh, you’ll have to hold me back!” Calder slapped

the hilt of his sword. “Can’t wait to get started!”“You ever even drawn the fucking thing?”

sneered Tenways, stretching his neck out to spit again.“Just the once. I had to trim your

daughter’s hairy cunt before I could get at it.”Dow burst out laughing. Golden chuckled.

Ironhead gave the faintest of grins. Tenways choked on his spit and left a string of glistening

drool down his chin, but Calder didn’t much care. He was better off scoring points with those

who weren’t quite a lost cause yet. Somehow he needed to win at least one of these

unpromising bastards over to his side.“Never thought I’d say this.” Dow sighed and wiped one

eye with a finger, “but I’ve missed you, Calder.”“Likewise. I’d much rather be trading horseshit in

a stable than back at Carleon kissing my wife. What’s to do?”“You know.” Dow took the pommel

of his sword between finger and thumb, turning it this way and that so the silver mark near the

hilt glinted. “War. Skirmish here, raid there. We cut off some stragglers, they burn out some

villages. War. Your brother’s been hitting fast, giving the Southerners something to think about.

Useful man your brother, got some sting in him.”“Shame your father didn’t have more’n one

son,” growled Tenways.“Keep talking, old man,” said Calder, “I can make you look a prick all

day.”Tenways bristled but Dow waved him down. “Enough cock-measuring. We’ve a war to

fight.”“And how many victories, so far?”A brief, unhappy pause. “No battle,” grunted

Ironhead.“This Kroy,” sneered Golden back across the stable, “the one in charge o’ the

Union.”“Marshal, they call him.”“Whatever they call him, he’s a cautious bastard.”“Baby-stepping

coward fuck,” growled Tenways.Dow shrugged. “Naught cowardly about stepping careful.

Wouldn’t be my style with his numbers, but…” And he turned his grin on Calder. “Your father

always used to say, ‘In war it’s the winning counts. The rest is for fools to sing about.’ So Kroy’s

going slow, hoping to wear out our patience. We Northmen ain’t known for it, after all. He’s split

his army in three parts.”“Three big bloody parts,” said Ironhead.Golden agreed, for once. “Might

be ten thousand fighting men each, not even counting all the fetchers and carriers.”Dow leaned

forwards like a grandfather teaching a child about fish. “Jalenhorm to the west. Brave but

sluggish and apt to blunder. Mitterick in the centre. Sharpest of the three by all accounts, but

reckless. Loves his horses, I hear. Meed to the east. Not a soldier, and he hates Northmen like

a pig hates butchers. Could make him short-sighted. Then Kroy’s got some Northmen of his

own, spread out scouting mostly, but a fair few fighters too, and some good ones among

’em.”“The Dogman’s men,” said Calder.“Fucking traitor that he is,” hissed Tenways, making

ready to spit.“Traitor?” Dow jerked forwards in Skarling’s Chair, knuckles white on its arms. “You

dumb old rashy fuck! He’s the one man in the North who’s always stuck to the same side!”

Tenways looked up, slowly swallowed whatever scum he’d been about to spit and leaned back

into the shadows. Dow slid down limp again. “Shame it’s the wrong side, is all.”“Well, we’re

going to have to move soon,” said Golden. “Meed may be no soldier, but he’s put Ollensand

under siege. Town’s got good walls but I ain’t sure how long they can—”“Meed broke off the

siege yesterday morning,” said Dow. “He’s heading back north and most o’ the Dogman’s lot

are with him.”“Yesterday?” Golden frowned. “How d’you know—”“I’ve got my ways.”“I didn’t hear

anything.”“That’s why I give the orders and you listen to ’em.” Ironhead smiled to see his rival

cut down a peg. “Meed’s turned back north, and in quite the hurry. My guess is he’ll be joining

up with Mitterick.”“Why?” asked Calder. “Slow and steady all these months, then they just



decide to take a rush?”“Maybe they got tired o’ cautious. Or maybe someone who has the say-

so did. Either way, they’re coming.”“Might give us a chance to catch ’em off guard.” Ironhead’s

eyes were sparkling like a starving man just saw the roast brought in.“If they’re set on looking

for a fight,” said Dow, “I’d hate not to give ’em one. We got someone down at the

Heroes?”“Curnden Craw’s there with his dozen,” said Splitfoot.“Safe hands,” muttered Calder.

He almost wished he was down at the Heroes with Curnden Craw, rather than here with these

bastards. No power, maybe, but a lot more laughs.“Had word from him an hour or two back, as

it goes,” said Ironhead. “He ran into some o’ the Dogman’s scouts up there and seen ’em

off.”Dow looked down at the ground for a moment, rubbing at his lips with one fingertip.

“Shivers?”“Chief?” Whispered so soft it was hardly more than a breath.“Ride down to the

Heroes and tell Craw I want that hill held on to. Just might be one or other o’ these Union

bastards try to come through that way. Cross the river at Osrung, maybe.”“Good ground for a

fight,” said Tenways.Shivers paused a moment. Long enough for Calder to see he wasn’t happy

playing messenger boy. Calder gave him the barest look, just a reminder of what was said in

the hallway at Carleon. Just to give whatever seeds were planted a little water.“Right y’are,

Chief.” And Shivers slid out through the doorway.Golden gave a shiver of his own. “That one

gives me the worries.”Dow only grinned the wider. “That’s the point of him.

Ironhead?”“Chief.”“You’re leading off down the Yaws Road. Point o’ the spear.”“We’ll be in Yaws

evening tomorrow.”“Make it sooner.” That got a deeper frown from Ironhead and a matching

grin from Golden. It was as if the two sat on a pair of scales. You couldn’t nudge one down

without hoisting the other up. “Golden, you take the Brottun Road and join up with Reachey.

Get him on the way soon as his weapontake’s done, that old boy sometimes needs the

spur.”“Aye, Chief.”“Tenways, bring your foragers in and get your lot ready to move, you’ll be

bringing up the back with me.”“Done.”“And all of you march your lads hard, but keep your eyes

open. Be nice to give the Southerners a shock and not the other way around.” Dow showed

even more of his teeth. “If your blades ain’t sharpened already, I reckon now’s the time.”“Aye,”

the three of them chimed in, competing to sound the most bloodthirsty.“Oh, aye,” said Calder

on the end, and giving his best smirk to go with it. He might not be much with a sword, but

there were few men in the North who could handle a smirk better. It was wasted this time,

though. Splitfoot was leaning down to mutter something in Dow’s ear.The Protector of the North

sat back frowning. “Send him in, then!”The doors were hauled open, wind sighing through and

whisking loose straw across the stable floor. Calder squinted into the evening outside. Had to

be some trick of the fading light, because the figure in the doorway seemed to fill it almost to

the beam above. Then he took the step up. Then he straightened. It was quite the entrance, the

room silent as he strode slowly to its centre except for the floor groaning under his every step.

But then it’s easy to make the big entrance when you’re the size of a cliff. You just walk in and

stand there.“I am Stranger-Come-Knocking.”Calder knew the name. Stranger-Come-Knocking

called himself Chief of a Hundred Tribes, called everything east of the Crinna his land and all

the people who lived on it his property. Calder had heard he was a giant but hadn’t taken it too

seriously. The North was full of swollen men with swollen opinions of themselves and even

more swollen reputations. More often than not you found the man a good deal smaller than the

name. So this came as a bit of a shock.When you said the word “giant,” Stranger-Come-

Knocking was pretty much what you thought of, stepped straight out from the age of heroes

and into this petty latter time. He towered over Dow and his mighty War Chiefs, head among

the rafters, black hair streaked with grey hanging around his craggy, bearded face. Glama

Golden looked a gaudy dwarf beside him, and Splitfoot and his Carls a set of toy soldiers.“By

the dead,” Calder whispered under his breath. “That is a big one.”But Black Dow showed no



awe. He sprawled in Skarling’s Chair easily as ever, one boot still tapping the straw, killer’s

hands still dangling, wolf grin still curled around his face. “Wondered when you’d… come

knocking. Didn’t think you’d come all this way your own self, though.”“An alliance should be

sealed face to face, man to man, iron to iron and blood to blood.” Calder had been expecting

the giant to roar every word like the monsters in children’s stories, but he had a soft sort of

voice. Slow, as if he was puzzling out every word.“The personal touch,” said Dow. “I’m all for it.

We’ve a deal, then?”“We have.” Stranger-Come-Knocking spread one massive hand, put the

web between thumb and forefinger in his mouth and bit into it, held it up, blood starting to seep

from the marks.Dow slid his palm down his sword, leaving the edge gleaming red. Then he was

out of Skarling’s Chair in a flash and caught the giant’s hand with his own. The two men stood

there as blood streaked their forearms and started to drip from their elbows. Calder felt a little

fear and a lot of contempt at the level of manliness on display.“Right y’are.” Dow let go of the

giant’s hand and slowly sat back in Skarling’s Chair, leaving a bloody palm-print on one arm.

“Reckon you can bring your men over the Crinna.”“I already did.”Golden and Ironhead

exchanged a glance, not much caring for the idea of a lot of savages crossing the Crinna and,

presumably, their land. Dow narrowed his eyes. “Did you, indeed?”“On this side of the water

they can fight the Southerners.” Stranger-Come-Knocking looked slowly about the stable, fixing

each man with his black eyes. “I came to fight!” He roared the last word, echoes ringing from

the roof. A ripple of fury passed through him from his feet to his head, making his fists clench,

and his chest swell, and his monstrous shoulders rise, seeming in that moment more outsize

than ever.Calder found himself wondering what fighting this bastard would feel like. How the

hell would you stop him, once he was moving? Just the sheer weight of meat. What weapon

would put him down? He reckoned everyone else in the room was thinking the same thing, and

not much enjoying the experience.Except Black Dow. “Good! That’s what I want you for.”“I want

to fight the Union.”“There’s plenty to go round.”“I want to fight Whirrun of Bligh.”“Can’t promise

you that, he’s on our side and has some odd notions. But I can ask if he’ll give you a bout.”“I

want to fight the Bloody-Nine.”The hairs on the back of Calder’s neck prickled. Strange, how

that name still weighed heavy, even in company like this, even if the man was eight years dead.

Dow wasn’t grinning any more.“You missed your chance. Ninefingers is back in the mud.”“I hear

he is alive, and standing with the Union.”“You hear wrong.”“I hear he is alive, and I will kill

him.”“Will you now?”“I am the greatest warrior in the Circle of the World.” Stranger-Come-

Knocking didn’t boast it, puffed up and pouting as Glama Golden might have. He didn’t

threaten it, fists clenched and glowering as Cairm Ironhead might have. He stated the fact.Dow

scratched absently at the scar where his ear used to be. “This is the North. Lot of hard men

about. Couple of ’em in this room. So that’s quite a claim you’re making.”Stranger-Come-

Knocking unhooked his great fur cloak and shrugged it off, stood there stripped to the waist like

a man ready to wrestle. Scars had always been almost as popular in the North as blades.

Every man who reckoned himself a man had to have a couple of both. But Stranger-Come-

Knocking’s great expanse of body, sinew-knotted like an ancient tree, was almost more scar

than skin. He was ripped, pocked, gouged with wounds, enough to make a score of champions

proud.“At Yeweald I fought the Dog Tribe and was pierced with seven arrows.” He pointed out

some pink blobs scattered across his ribs with his club of a forefinger. “But I fought on, and

made a hill of their dead, and made their land my land, and their women and children my

people.”Dow sighed, as if he had a half-naked giant at most of his war meetings and was

getting tired of it. “Maybe it’s time to think about a shield.”“They are for cowards to hide behind.

My wounds tell the story of my strength.” The giant jerked his thumb at a star-shaped mass that

covered one shoulder, and his back, and half his left arm with flesh lumped and mottled as oak-



bark. “The dreaded witch Vanian sprayed me with a liquid fire, and I carried her into the lake

and drowned her while I burned.”Dow picked a fingernail. “Reckon I’d have tried to put it out

first.”The giant shrugged, the pink burn across his shoulder creasing like a ploughed field. “It

went out when she died.” He pointed to a ragged pink mark that left a bald streak through the

pelt of black hair on his chest and appeared to have taken a nipple off. “The brothers Smirtu

and Weorc challenged me to single combat. They said because they grew together in one

womb they counted as one man.”Dow snorted. “You fell for that?”“I do not look for reasons not

to fight. I split Smirtu in half with an axe, then crushed his brother’s skull in my hand.” The giant

slowly closed one massive fist and squeezed the fingers white, muscle squirming in his arm

like a giant sausage being stuffed.“Messy,” said Dow.“In my country, men are impressed by

messy deaths.”“Honestly, they’re much the same here. Tell you what–anyone I call my enemy

you can kill when you please. Anyone I call my friend… let me know before you give ’em a

messy death. I’d hate for you to slaughter Prince Calder by accident.”Stranger-Come-Knocking

looked around. “You are Calder?”That awkward moment wondering whether to deny it. “I

am.”“Bethod’s second son?”“The same.”He slowly nodded his monstrous head, long hair

swaying. “Bethod was a great man.”“A great man for getting other men to fight for him.”

Tenways sucked his rotten teeth and spat one more time. “Not much of a fighter himself.”The

giant’s voice had suddenly softened again. “Why is everyone so bloodthirsty this side of the

Crinna? There is more to life than fighting.” He leaned down and dragged up his cloak between

two fingers. “I will be at the place agreed upon, Black Dow. Unless… any of the little men wish

to wrestle?” Golden, and Ironhead, and Tenways all took their turns to peer off into the furthest

corners of the stable.Calder was used to being scared out of his wits, though, and met the

giant’s eye with a smile. “I would, but I make a point of never stripping unless there are women

present. Which is a shame, actually, because I have an almighty spot on my back that I think

would quite impress everyone.”“Oh, I cannot wrestle with you, son of Bethod.” The giant might

even have had a knowing smirk of his own as he turned away. “You are made for other things.”

And he threw his cloak over his scarred shoulder and stooped under the high lintel, the Carls

swinging the doors shut on the gust of wind that blew in behind him.“He seems a good sort,”

said Calder, brightly. “Nice of him not to show off the scars on his cock.”“Fucking savages!”

cursed Tenways, which was rich coming from him.“Greatest warrior in the world,” scoffed

Golden, though he hadn’t done much scoffing while the giant was in the room.Dow rubbed his

jaw thoughtfully. “The dead know I’m no fucking diplomat, but I’ll take the allies I can get. And a

man that size’ll stop a lot of arrows.” Tenways and Golden had themselves an arse-licking

chuckle, but Calder saw beyond the joke. If the Bloody-Nine was still alive, maybe a man that

size might stop him too. “You all know your tasks, eh? Let’s get to ’em.”Ironhead and Golden

gave each other a deadly glare on the way out. Tenways spat at Calder’s feet but he only

grinned back, promising himself he’d get the last laugh as the ugly old bastard shambled into

the evening.Dow stood, blood still dotting the ground from the tip of his middle finger, watching

the doors as they were closed. Then he gave a sigh. “Feuding, feuding, always bloody feuding.

Why can no one just get on, eh, Calder?”“My father used to say, ‘Point three Northmen the

same way, they’ll be killing each other before you can order the charge.’ ”“Hah! He was a clever

bastard, Bethod, whatever else he was. Couldn’t stop the warring, though, once he’d started.”

Dow frowned at his blood-daubed palm, working the fingers. “Once your hands get bloody it

ain’t so easy to get ’em clean. The Dogman told me that. My hands been bloody all my life.”

Calder flinched as Splitfoot tossed something into the air, but it was only a cloth. Dow snatched

it out of the darkness and started winding it around his cut hand. “Guess it’s a bit late to clean

’em now, eh?”“It’ll just have to be more blood,” said Splitfoot.“I reckon.” Dow wandered into one



of the empty stalls, tipped his head back, rolled his eyes to the ceiling and winced. A moment

later Calder heard the sound of his piss spattering the straw. “There… we… go.”If the aim was

to make him feel even more insignificant, it worked. He’d been half-expecting them to murder

him. Now it seemed they couldn’t be bothered, and that pricked at Calder’s pride. “Got any

orders for me?” he snapped.Dow glanced over his shoulder. “Why? You’d only fuck ’em up or

ignore ’em.”Probably true. “Why send for me, then?”“The way your brother tells it, you’ve got

the sharpest mind in the whole North. I got sick of him telling me he couldn’t do without you.”“I

thought Scale was up near Ustred?”“Two days’ ride away, and soon as I learned the Union

were moving I sent to him to join up with us.”“Not much point me going, then.”“Wouldn’t say

so…” The sound of pissing stopped. “There it is!” And started up again.Calder ground his teeth.

“Maybe I’ll go see Reachey. Watch this weapontake of his.” Or talk him into helping Calder live

out the month, even better.“You’re a free man, ain’t you?” They both knew the answer to that

one. Free as a pigeon already plucked and in the pot. “Things are just like they were in your

father’s day, really. Any man can do what he likes. Right, Splitfoot?”“Right, Chief.”“Just as long

as it’s exactly what I fucking tell ’em to do.” And Dow’s Carls all chuckled away like they never

heard finer wit. “Give Reachey my regards.”“I will.” Calder turned for the door.“And Calder!” Dow

was just tapping off the drips. “You ain’t going to make more trouble for me, are you?”“Trouble?

Wouldn’t know how, Chief.”“ ’Cause what with all those Southerners to fight… and unknowable

fucks like Whirrun of Bligh and this Crinna-Come-Boasting weirdness… and my own people

treading all over each other… I’ve got about as much arse-ache as I need. Can’t stand for

anyone playing their own games. Someone tries to dig my roots from under me at a time like

this, well, I’ve got to tell you, things’ll get fucking ugly!” He screamed the last two words, eyes

suddenly bulging from his face, veins popping from his neck, fury boiling out of him with no

warning and making every man in the room flinch. Then he was calm as a kitten again. “Get

me?”Calder swallowed, trying not to let his fear show even though his skin was all prickling. “I

think I have the gist.”“Good lad.” Dow worked his hips about as he finished lacing up, then

grinned around like a fox grins at a chicken coop left open. “I’d hate to hurt your wife, she’s a

pretty little thing. Not so pretty as you, o’ course.”Calder hid his fury under another smirk. “Who

is?”He strode between the grinning Carls and out into the evening, all the while thinking about

how he was going to kill Black Dow, and take back what was stolen from his father.What War?

Beautiful, ain’t it?” said Agrick, big grin across his freckled face.“Is it?” muttered Craw. He’d

been thinking about the ground, and how he might use it, and how an enemy might do the

same. An old habit. It had been the better half of Bethod’s talk, when they were on campaign.

The ground, and how to make a weapon of it.The hill the Heroes stood on was ground an idiot

could’ve seen the value of. It sprouted alone from the flat valley, so much alone and so oddly

smooth a shape it seemed almost a thing man-made. Two spurs swelled from it–one pushing

west with a single needle of rock raised up on end which folk had named Skarling’s Finger, one

to the southeast, a ring of smaller stones on top they called the Children.The river wound

through the valley’s shallow bottom, skirting golden barley fields to the west, losing itself in a

bog riddled with mirror-pools, then under the crumbling bridge Scorry Tiptoe was watching

which was called, with a stubborn lack of imagination, the Old Bridge. The water flowed on fast

around the foot of the hill, flaring out in sparkling shallows streaked with shingle. Somewhere

down there among the scraggy brush and driftwood Brack was fishing. Or, more likely,

sleeping.On the far side of the river, off to the south, Black Fell rose up. A rough-heaped mass

of yellow grass and brown bracken, stained with scree and creased with white-watered gills. To

the east Osrung straddled the river, a cluster of houses around a bridge and a big mill, huddled

inside a high fence. Smoke drifted from chimneys, into the bright blue and off to nowhere. All



normal, and nothing to remark upon, and no sign whatever of the Union, or Hardbread, or any

of the Dogman’s boys.Hard to believe there was any war at all.But then in Craw’s experience,

and he’d plenty, wars were made from ninety-nine parts boredom, usually in the cold and

damp, hungry and ill, often hauling a great weight of metal uphill, to one part arse-opening

terror. Made him wonder yet again why the hell he ever got into the black business, and why

the hell he still hadn’t got out. Talent for it, or a lack of talent for aught else. Or maybe he’d just

gone with the wind and the wind had blown him here. He peered up, shreds of cloud shifting

across the deep sky, now one memory, now another.“Beautiful,” said Agrick again.“Everything

looks prettier in the sun,” said Craw. “If it was raining you’d be calling it the ugliest valley in the

world.”“Maybe.” Agrick closed his eyes and tipped his face back. “But it ain’t raining.”That was a

fact, and not necessarily a happy one. Craw had a long-established tendency to sunburn, and

had spent most of yesterday edging around the tallest of the Heroes along with the shade.

Only thing he liked less than the heat was the cold.“Oh, for a roof,” he muttered. “Damn fine

invention for keeping the weather off.”“Bit o’ rain don’t bother me none,” grunted Agrick.“You’re

young. Wait ’til you’re out in all weathers at my age.”Agrick shrugged. “By then I hope to have a

roof, Chief.”“Good idea,” said Craw. “You cheeky little bastard.” He opened his battered

eyeglass, the one he’d taken from a dead Union officer they found frozen in the winter, and

peered towards the Old Bridge again. Nothing. Checked the shallows. Nothing. Eyed the

Ollensand Road, jerked up at a moving spot there, then realised it was some tiny fly on the end

of the glass and sank back. “Guess a man can see further in fine weather, at least.”“It’s the

Union we’re watching for, ain’t it? Those bastards couldn’t creep up on a corpse. You worry too

much, Chief.”“Someone has to.” But Agrick had a point. Worrying too much or not enough is

ever a fine balance, and Craw always found himself falling heavily on the worried side of it.

Every hint of movement had him starting, ripe to call for weapons. Birds flapping lazily into the

sky. Sheep grazing on the slopes of the fells. Farmers’ wagons creeping along the roads. A little

while ago Jolly Yon had started up axe practice with Athroc, and the sudden scrape of metal

had damn near made him soak his trousers. Craw worried too much, all right. Shame is, a man

can’t just choose not to worry.“Why are we here, Agrick?”“Here? Well, you know. Sit on the

Heroes, watch to see if the Union come, tell Black Dow if they do. Scouting, like always.”“I know

that. It was me told it to you. I mean, why are we here?”“What, like, meaning of life and

that?”“No, no.” Craw grabbed at the air as though what he meant was something he couldn’t

quite get a hold of. “Why are we here?”Agrick’s face puckered up as he thought on it. “Well…

The Bloody-Nine killed Bethod, and took his chain, and made himself King o’ the

Northmen.”“True.” Craw remembered the day well enough, Bethod’s corpse sprawled out

bloody in the circle, the crowd roaring Ninefingers’ name, and he shivered in spite of the sun.

“And?”“Black Dow turned on the Bloody-Nine and took the chain for his self.” Agrick realised he

might have used some risky phrasing there, started covering his tracks. “I mean, he had to do

it. Who’d want a mad bastard like the Bloody-Nine for king? But the Dogman called Dow traitor,

and oath-breaker, and most of the clans from down near Uffrith, they tended to his way of

seeing things. The King of the Union, too, having been on some mad journey with Ninefingers

and made a friend of him. So the Dogman and the Union decided to make war on Black Dow,

and here we all are.” Agrick slumped back on his elbows, closing his eyes and looking quite

heavily pleased with himself.“That’s a fine understanding of the politics of the current

conflict.”“Thanks, Chief.”“Why Black Dow and the Dogman got a feud. Why the Union’s taken

the Dogman’s side in it, though I daresay that’s got more to do with who owns what than who

made a friend of who.”“All right. There you are then.”“But why are we here?”Agrick sat up

again, frowning. Behind them, metal clonked on wood as his brother took a swipe at Yon’s



shield and got knocked over for his pains.“Sideways, I said, y’idiot!” came Yon’s un-jolly

growl.“Well…” tried Agrick, “I guess we stand with Dow because Dow stands for the North,

rough bastard or not.”“The North? What?” Craw patted the grass beside him. “The hills and the

forests and the rivers and that, he stands for them, does he? Why would they want armies

tramping all over ’em?”“Well, not the land of it. The people in it, I mean. You know. The

North.”“But there’s all kinds of people in the North, ain’t there? Lot of ’em don’t care much for

Black Dow, and he certainly don’t care much for them. Most just want to keep their heads down

low and scratch out a living.”“Aye, I suppose.”“So how can Black Dow be for everyone?”“Well…”

Agrick squirmed about a bit. “I don’t know. I guess, just…” He squinted down into the valley as

Wonderful walked up behind them. “Why are we here, then?”She clipped him across the back

of the head and made him grunt. “Sit on the Heroes, watch for the Union. Scouting, like always,

idiot. Damn fool bloody question.”Agrick shook his head at the injustice of it all. “That’s it. I’m

never talking again.”“You promise?” asked Wonderful.“Why are we bloody here…” Agrick

muttered to himself as he walked off to watch Yon and Athroc training, rubbing the back of his

head.“I know why I’m here.” Whirrun had slowly raised one long forefinger, stalk of grass

between his teeth thrashing around as he spoke. Craw had thought he was asleep, sprawled

out on his back with the hilt of his sword for a pillow. But then Whirrun always looked asleep,

and he never was. “Because Shoglig told me a man with a bone caught in his throat would

—”“Lead you to your destiny.” Wonderful planted her hands on her hips. “Aye, we’ve heard it

before.”Craw puffed out his cheeks. “Like the care of eight lives weren’t a heavy enough

burden, I need a madman’s destiny to weigh me down.”Whirrun sat up and pushed his hood

back. “I object to that, I’m not mad in the least. I just… got my own way of seeing things.”“A

mad way,” muttered Wonderful under her breath as Whirrun stood, slapped the arse of his

stained trousers and dragged his sheathed sword up and over his shoulder.He frowned, shifted

from one leg to the other, then rubbed at his fruits. “I’m needing a wee, though. Would you go

in the river, or up against one o’ these stones, do you reckon?”Craw thought about it. “River. Up

against the stones would seem… disrespectful.”“You think there are Gods watching?”“How do

you tell?”“True.” Whirrun chewed his grass stalk across to the other side of his mouth and

started off down the hill. “River it is, then. Maybe I’ll give Brack a hand with the fishing. Shoglig

used to be able to just talk the fish out of the water and I’ve never quite been able to get the

trick of it.”“You could hack ’em out with that tree-cutter of yours!” Wonderful shouted after

him.“Maybe I will!” He lifted the Father of Swords high over his head, not much shorter’n a man

from pommel to point. “High time I killed something!”Craw wouldn’t have complained if he held

off for a spell. Leaving the valley with nothing dead was the sum of his hopes, right then. Which

was an odd ambition for a soldier, when you thought about it. Him and Wonderful stood there

silent for a while, side by side. Behind them steel squealed as Yon brushed Athroc away and

sent him stumbling. “Put some effort in, you limp-wristed fuck!”Craw found himself coming over

nostalgic, like he did more and more these days. “Colwen loved the sunshine.”“That so?” asked

Wonderful, lifting one brow at him.“Always mocked at me about sticking to the shade.”“That

so?”“I should’ve married her,” he muttered.“Aye, you should’ve. Why didn’t you?”“You told me

not to, apart from aught else.”“True. She had a sharp old tongue on her. But you don’t usually

have trouble ignoring me.”“Fair point. Guess I was just too coward to ask.” And he couldn’t wait

to leave. Win a big name with high deeds. He hardly even knew the man who’d thought that

way. “Didn’t really know what I wanted back then, just thought I didn’t have it, and I could get it

with a sword.”“Think about her, at all?” asked Wonderful.“Not often.”“Liar.”Craw grinned. She

knew him too bloody well. “Call it half a lie. I don’t think about her, really. Can’t hardly remember

her face half the time. But I think about what my life might’ve been, if I’d taken that path ’stead



o’ this.” Sitting with his pipe, under his porch, smiling at the sunset on the water. He gave a sigh.

“But, you know, choices made, eh? What about your husband?”Wonderful took a long breath.

“Probably he’s getting ready to bring the harvest in about now. The children too.”“Wish you

were with ’em?”“Sometimes.”“Liar. How often you been back this year? Twice, is it?”Wonderful

frowned down into the still valley. “I go when I can. They know that. They know what I am.”“And

they still put up with you?”She was silent a moment, then shrugged. “Choices made,

eh?”“Chief!” Agrick was hurrying over from the other side of the Heroes. “Drofd’s back! And he

ain’t alone.”“No?” Craw winced as he worked some movement into his dodgy knee. “Who’s he

got with him?”Agrick had a face like a man sat on a thistle. “Looked like Caul

Shivers.”“Shivers?” growled Yon, head snapping sideways. Athroc seized his moment, stepped

around Yon’s drooping shield and kneed him in the fruits. “Awwww, you little bastard…” And

Yon went down, eyes bulging.Craw might’ve laughed half his teeth out any other time, but

Shivers’ name had chased the fun right out of him. He strode across the circle of grass, hoping

all the way Agrick might’ve got it wrong but knowing it wasn’t likely. Craw’s hopes had a habit of

coming out bloodstained, and Caul Shivers was a difficult man to mistake.Up he came towards

the Heroes now, riding up that steep track on the north side of the hill. Craw watched him all

the way, feeling like a shepherd watching a storm-cloud blow in.“Shit,” muttered

Wonderful.“Aye,” said Craw. “Shit.”Shivers left Drofd to hobble their horses down at the

drystone wall and came the rest of the way on foot. He looked at Craw, and Wonderful, and

Jolly Yon too, half-ruined face slack as a hanged man’s, the left side not much more’n a great

line of burn through that metal eye. A spookier-looking bastard you never did see.“Craw.” Said

in his whispery croak.“Shivers. What brings you down here?”“Dow sent me.”“That much I

guessed. It’s the why I’m after.”“He says you’re to keep hold o’ this hill and watch for the

Union.”“He told me that already.” Bit more snappish than Craw had meant. There was a pause.

“So why send you here?”Shivers shrugged. “To make sure you do it.”“Many thanks for the

support.”“Thank Dow.”“I will.”“He’ll like that. Have you seen the Union?”“Not since Hardbread

was up here, four nights ago.”“I know Hardbread. Stubborn old prick. He might come back.”“If

he does there’s only three ways across the river, far as I know.” Craw pointed ’em out. “The Old

Bridge over west near the bogs, the new bridge in Osrung and the shallows at the bottom of

the hill there. We got eyes on all of ’em, and the valley’s open. We could see a sheep cross the

river from here.”“Don’t reckon we need to tell Black Dow about a sheep.” Shivers brought the

ruined side of his face close. “But we better if the Union come. Maybe we can sing some

songs, while we wait?”“Can you carry a tune?” asked Wonderful.“Shit, no. Don’t stop me trying,

though.” And he strolled off across the circle of grass, Athroc and Agrick backing away to give

him room. Craw couldn’t blame ’em. Shivers was one of those men seemed to have a space

around him where you’d better not be.Craw turned slowly to Drofd. “Great.”The lad held his

hands up. “What was I supposed to do? Tell him I didn’t want the company? Least you didn’t

have to spend two days riding with him, and two nights sleeping next to him at the fire. He

never closes that eye, you know. It’s like he’s looking at you all night long. I swear I haven’t slept

a wink since we set out.”“He can’t see out of it, fool,” said Yon, “any more’n I can see out your

belt buckle.”“I know that, but still.” Drofd looked around at them all, voice dropping. “Do you

really reckon the Union are coming this way?”“No,” said Wonderful. “I don’t.” She gave Drofd

one of her looks, and his shoulders slumped, and he walked away muttering to himself on the

theme of what else he could’ve done. Then she came up beside Craw, and leaned close. “Do

you really reckon the Union are coming this way?”“Doubt it. But I’ve got a bad feeling.” He

frowned across at Shivers’ black outline, leaning against one of the Heroes, the valley

drenched in sunlight beyond, and he put one hand on his stomach. “And I’ve learned to listen



to my gut.”Wonderful snorted. “Hard to ignore something so bloody big, I guess.”Old

HandsTunny.”“Uh?” He opened one eye and the sun stabbed him directly in the brains. “Uh!” He

snapped it shut again, wormed his tongue around his sore mouth. It tasted like slow death and

old rot. “Uh.” He tried his other eye, just a crack, trained it on the dark shape hovering above

him. It loomed closer, sun making glittering daggers down its edges.“Tunny!”“I hear you, damn

it!” He tried to sit and the world tossed like a ship in a storm. “Gah!” He became aware he was

in a hammock. He tried to rip his feet clear, got them tangled in the netting, almost tipped

himself over in his efforts to get free, somehow ended up somewhere near sitting, swallowing

the overwhelming urge to vomit. “First Sergeant Forest. What a delight. What time is it?”
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M. L. Cockerill, “Zard review of "The Heroes". I just love this guy, Joe Abercrombie. He just

REALLY writes good stories with interesting characters and all sorts of twists in the plot. In

some ways it reminded me of the battle of Gettysburg. A three day fight that ended in a

stalemate and their were battles all over the place. The one difference was that the "Union"

gained the high ground on the first day but then lost it and found themselves in the position of

having to regain it.There is a cast of character and all of them are interesting, from the good

people (not many of those) to the bad people (lots of those). It is like Game of Thrones. It is a

great story that focuses entirely on a battle and the characters that make up that battle.There

are lots of twists and turns and you just know you do not want to have been there. It was not

fun for anyone except the First Magi.This is Joe at his best! Although he is always at his best. I

am reading EVERYTHING he has published. I LIKE THIS GUY.”

Josh Mauthe, “In which Abercrombie does for war what he's already done for fantasy, and just

as well as ever. Set in the world of his First Law trilogy, Joe Abercrombie takes on the fantasy

war novel in the standalone novel The Heroes, which tells the story of a three-day battle

between the forces of the North and the Union, all over an unimportant hill in the middle of

nowhere significant. With a scope that includes more than a dozen different perspectives

throughout the book - on both sides of the battle - Abercrombie plunges you into the conflict,

depicting every aspect of it, from the large-scale planning to the brutality of the front lines, from

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/xYde/The-Heroes-World-of-the-First-Law-Book-2


the feints and bluffs to the incompetent commanders, from the individual acts of heroism to the

pathetic acts of cowardice.As ever, Abercrombie is incredibly character-driven and grounded in

realism, refusing to flinch from the unpleasant aspects of his world, but also treating his

characters with respect, no matter how flawed or selfish they might be. The Heroes uses all of

these elements superbly, making a book that explores war in all of its horrors, while also

understanding how it can forge bonds, shape destinies, and more. It's neither pro-war nor anti-

war; instead, it shows the toll it can take on people, and celebrates those who have to fight

them, even as it questions whether any of it is worth the human cost involved, or the way that

the people who suffer least so often are those who send others to their deaths. In that, it's pure

Abercrombie, looking at so many fantasy tropes and stories and exploring them from the inside

out, turning it all over and questioning whether the legend is more important than the truth, all

while telling a gripping read with countless great characters, incredible action, and a

compelling, unputdownable narrative.”

Matthew Ries, “One Battle, Many Sides. War! What it is good for? To everyone there is a

different answer and when all those people populate the same battlefield it adds another layer

to the fight. The Heroes is the fifth book and second standalone set in Joe Abercrombie’s First

Law world as old foes locked in a new war that suddenly comes down to a devastating battle

for all involved.Eight years after the end of the original trilogy, The Union and The North are at

war once again, but impatience is growing on both sides. Prodded by the ancient Magi Bayaz

the Union army under commander-in-chief Lord Marshal Kroy with his ally The Dogman

advance towards the town of Osrung that is situated next to a Stonehenge-like structure on a

hilltop named The Heroes which is on the road to the capital of the North that Protector of the

North Black Dow had slowly retreated towards. Seeing the sudden change of plans of the

Union, Black Dow rallies his forces that are feed up with his fighting retreat strategy. Over the

course of a little more than a week as the opposing forces head towards the battlefield, fight for

three days, and aftermath which results in peace are seen by six characters: Curnden Craw,

the aging chief of a crew of Named Men, known to all as a real straight edge; Prince Calder,

Bethod's younger son, an infamous charmer and schemer among the straightforward

Northmen; Bremer dan Gorst, King Jezal's disgraced former bodyguard, and a near

unstoppable one-man-army; Finree dan Brock, the venomously ambitious daughter of Lord

Marshal Kroy; Corporal Tunny, a long-serving veteran and cynical profiteer, who also does his

best to keep his misfit rookies alive; and finally, Beck, a young farm-lad craving to follow in his

famous father’s footsteps, until his first taste of the atrocious waste of human life. By the end of

the book, the Union sets up a protectorate under The Dogman while transferring its army to

Styria to fight the Snake of Talon while the North regroups under the rule of King Scale as his

brother Calder begins manipulating things behind the throne.Once again Abercrombie writings

a compelling narrative with very questionably moral characters, though as his arc goes

throughout the book Beck appears to be the most morale character by the end which is saying

something. Though not directly connected, the effects of Monza’s vengeance tour through

Styria have had ramifications in the North as the two supernatural powers of the world have to

contend with this third player on the game board and that effects decisions on both sides of the

battle. This is seen from the beginning when Bayaz joins the Union army looking to test new

weapons while getting out of a needless war in the North but with a complaint King of the

North who will not go along with his rival’s plans to spread Union forces on various fronts. For

those following Black Dow, the long stretches of campaigning are tiring and frankly privately

agree with Calder that the North needs to rebuild again but cannot come out and say it. Added



to the mix are those looking for personal glory or advancement that themselves impact the

broader battle and thus effect the politics on both sides for good or ill. Over the course of 541

pages that covers roughly seven days in which three are flowing with blood these interactions

as well as in the heat of battle events shape not only the battle but the world in unexpected

ways.The Heroes might focus on one battle, but Joe Abercrombie packs so much into this

battle that the reader realizes that so much more is going on that they’ll want to see what the

fall out years down the road will be.”

A. R. Marston, “Gripping, grand, grotesque and great.. Abercrombie novels cover it all; from the

finest things in life to the darkest depths of human depravity. His books are not for the meek,

mild and politically correct. So be warned.Some of the content is toe curling and teeth grinding.

Abercrombie does not hesitate to call a spade a spade, in fact he will more likely call it a f.....g

shovel.There are episodes of gratuitous violence which rather than promote violence are

skilfully employed to mock the failures of elements of society and demonstrate his abhorrence

of it. Whilst graphically describing warfare his underlying message is to decrie the very purpose

of human conflict.Abercrombie has an understanding of military matters and can readily match

the likes of Bernard Cornwall, Simon Scarrow, Conn Iggulden and associates in creating battle

scenes of immense proportions.The character development throughout the series of books is a

lesson to any prospective writer. I simply love his books.Whilst he can graphically describe

warfare in the most stunning detail; the underlying message is to decry the purpose of conflict

in the first place. He gainfully employs a degree of humour and cynicism to make his point.The

entire series of books is set in a medieval world which is an area that I enjoy to read anyway.

The fantasy element although running throughout the books does not dominate the stories but

rather runs seamlessly throughout; underpinning the plot .Whilst I have a comprehensive

library of books that include many classics, I am now an Abercrombie fan forever.”

Farhad Shawkat, “More grimdark from Lord Grimdark himself.. Starts off a jumbled mess, with

too many characters to keep track of initially. Gradually, the mist clears, and you realise you’re

reading yet another Joe Abercrombie masterpiece. Two characters in particular – Prince

Calder and Bremer dan Gorst, have perhaps the best character development. Remember them

from the original trilogy? If not, no worries. They weren’t as important back then. They are now.

Calder utilises his cunning to the fullest, and Bremer dan Gorst might just be one of the most

underrated characters in fantasy. Can’t think of too many beating him in a fight.It was great to

see my favourite character from the original books – Bayaz – making an explosive return.

Lights up every scene he’s in. Joe Abercrombie can write bastards, literal and otherwise, better

than anyone.I read this book right after Deadhouse Gates, which has possibly the most

memorable battle scenes I’ve ever read. I was therefore initially a bit worried if this would be

the best time for me to read another fantasy book about war. I should’ve had complete faith in

Joe Abercrombie’s abilities. He wrote an action packed few days of intense action, and

somewhat similar to the Malazan series, you find it difficult to root for a particular side and stick

to it.Too many memorable characters, Abercrombie’s forte, and without resorting to specific

spoilers, there’s one PTSD chapter that is masterfully done.Joe Abercrombie has written, yet

again, an absolute work of genius, about real characters with real weaknesses and frailties,

who still have their fifteen minutes of fame to shine, even in the worst of times. This really

should be my favourite Abercrombie book, but damn that trilogy bias!Do I still miss the original

trilogy? Insanely. But this book can fight it out with the best that’s out there.”



Tomo London, “My favourite Abercrombie book. I can't rate this book enough. Set over 3 days

of the bloodiest, stupidest, and most pointless battle the North has ever seen, The Heroes is a

masterpiece of first and third person narrative. The story is entirely told from a series of

perspectives, of individual actors experiencing events from their unique points of view. The

book is in this manner like a glorious tapestry made up of small snapshots. This is a

breathtaking accomplishment, Abercrombie's voice strong throughout and never letting up.

Well done all involved.”

Noor A Jahangir, “A quest for lost heroes. Black Dow and the Northmen have becoming a thorn

in the Union’s side. The Union is getting pushy and starting to encroach on land held by Black

Dow. There’s only one way to settle this . . . FIGHT!!!Craw and his dozen have been sent to

secure a hill, crowned by ancient standing stones known as The Heroes, which is being held

by some of the Dogman’s men. He manages to pull it off without violence. But neither he, nor

his dozen are aware of how important that hill is going to be in the coming days, for the Union

is marching all of its legions North.Somehow Abercrombie has managed to take a simple

concept as a war, and a pointless one at that, and turn it into a 500+ paged novel, and

managed without even having any one main protagonist. What he does do is introduce a

rogues gallery of fighters on either side of the war, so instead of one main story arc, we get six

arcs that enjoy almost an even amount of page space. The North has its named men, with

Black Dow, a charismatic but murderous leader, as their chief. Craw is the ‘I’m too old for this

s***’ warrior that tries to the right thing in ever situation, whilst looking out for his crew; amongst

whom are Whirrun of Bligh, a legendary warrior who carries the Father of Swords and

Wonderful, the only female warrior who can hold her own against any of Black Dows men. Also

on the Northmen’s side is Prince Calder, the scheming son of the former ‘King of the North’,

who’s smirk and double-edged words only seem to land him in deeper waters. Then there’s

Beck, a farm boy who has dreamed of earning a Name and following in his heroic father’s

footsteps.The Union is led by Lord Marshal Kroy, a seasoned general who takes the loss of

men personally but is surrounded by sycophants and the King’s old drinking buddies. His

daughter, Finree has come along to show support for her husband, a nobleman who’s family

has fallen from the King’s favor, whom she hopes to advance through her own politicking.

Another man who has fallen from favor is Bremer dan Gorst, a warrior with very few equals but

only allowed near battle as the Royal Observer, though his only wish is to fight his way back

into the King’s good graces. Then there is Corporal Tunny, a seasoned soldier and slacker. He’s

that guy that get you anything you need, polish, extra rations or a blanket, for a price. The

characters are colorful and well-realized, making you care for what happens to them and hope

for their safety every time they face danger. This in itself is no mean task, as Abrecrombie

manages to strike such a fine balance that the reader doesn’t care what side the characters

are fighting on, but rather empathise with each characters personal situation instead.The world-

building is gritty and believable. There are no undead, demons or dragons to distract from the

action, and the battles are every bit as muddy, bloody and confused as you would expect a

battle to be, but even the gore is tempered by that underlying sense that the violence is

pointless and dehumanizing. The Union could very well be the Roman Empire trying to

conquer the Northern lands of the British Isles, which quickly helps to establish the style of

armour and clothing, the style of the architecture and the lay of the land, within the readers

mind.The writing may not be written in stanzas, but Abercrombie has managed to tell the story

of an epic battle in the tradition of Homer’s Illiad, choosing to focus on the heroics of individuals

rather than force the reader to pick sides and politics. The plot might not enrich your lives, but



you will most certainly remember his motley cast of characters and no doubt will find yourself

browsing for other titles by Abercrombie.The Heroes can be read as a stand-alone novel (as I

did), or can be read as part of a linked series of books that started with The Blade Itself. What

is certain is that Abercrombie has made himself a ‘Named Man’ amongst writers of Fantasy

and a contender for the crown of ‘King of Heroic Fantasy’.”

The book by Joe Abercrombie has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 2,051 people have provided

feedback.
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